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ABSTRACT 

 

 Collegiate a cappella is a communal singing tradition historically localized to universities 

in the United States. It is a genre whose practitioners explore vocal harmonies and the imitation 

of instruments solely through use of the human voice and without instrumental accompaniment. 

In its contemporary manifestation, collegiate a cappella has become a powerful cultural force and 

is the primary way thousands of students and their diverse audiences engage with music daily. 

With the ever-increasing number of dramatized or semi-dramatized depictions of the genre, its 

presence in American popular media extends far beyond the university sphere. In this thesis I 

explore the contemporary practice of collegiate a cappella, the simultaneously negotiated and 

contested spaces of the genre’s practice and performance, and its transformation through mass-

mediatization. My primary collaborators in this process are the members of All-Night Yahtzee, a 

co-ed collegiate a cappella from Florida State University. Drawing on a combination of historical 

investigation, performance observation, media and textual analysis, and ethnography, I 

investigate style and space in collegiate a cappella practice, situating the genre within Manuel 

Castells’s network society model. I then draw on the work of Michel Foucault to explore popular 

dramatized portrayals of collegiate a cappella, arguing that despite their popularity, most 

televised and filmic depictions create problematic representations of the genre by presenting a 

utopian vision of a fundamentally heterotopian practice. These distorted renderings of collegiate 

a cappella influence the genre’s global network, shaping the experience of both participants and 

audiences alike. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE STAGE IS SET: WHO IS THAT, AND WHY ARE THEY SINGING? 

 

 There is a suspension of conscious thought in shared moments of expectation. An intake 

of breath that defies exhalation as it waits… and waits… and waits for the resolution that will, by 

its very occurrence, permit time to resume. A pin to drop. A glass to break. A song to start.  

  

 The stillness of these bated breaths filled the air of the Beacon Theatre with anticipation. 

Even the creaking of the boom-armed cameras stretching across the filled house was silenced. 

Three thousand people gazed at fifteen bodies silhouetted in the dusky blue glow of the stage. 

They were arranged in layers, a kneeling woman closest to the audience while the remaining 

figures splayed behind her into the resolute shadows of the back ranks. The formation was 

compact, dwarfed by the expanse of empty stage on either side. Their coiled postures promised a 

shared, active purpose.  

 

 The motionless hush stretched, as if daring those waiting to test its hold. Above the quiet 

space hovered the sweet smell of hundreds of perfumes, all chosen for a night at the theater. As 

the room’s tension deepened, the forms on stage began to shift. As one, the bodies raised their 

microphones in the dark, their hidden mouths drawing in a simultaneous breath.  

 

Oh, won’t you stay for a while? 
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The words, familiar to me by now, rang through the darkened auditorium. Vivid and 

alluring, the soprano’s question hung in the theatre’s quiet atmosphere. Behind it, another voice 

mimicked the sound of rushing wind. The request recalled any number of familiar musical 

invitations – Jagger’s “Please allow me to introduce myself,” Morrison’s “Hello, I love you, 

won’t you tell me your name?”, Lake’s “Welcome back my friends to the show that never ends.” 

Hanging in the air, it seemed all the more poignant for its familiarity, ethereal and dense with 

possibility.  

 

The other singers joined, tightly weaving a sound that made it impossible to distinguish 

individual voices. The formation then burst outward onto the stage, extending the question out 

into the darkened room before drawing back into their collected ranks.  

 

I’ll take you on a ride if you can keep our secret…  

 

 There it was. If someone had asked me in the moments leading up to the performance, I 

would have stated my familiarity with and understanding of the text, the arrangement, and the 

performance. I had observed this ensemble, Florida State University’s All-Night Yahtzee, 

performing this exact set of pieces over two hundred times in classrooms, dormitory hallways, 

and stages. I knew their work well. I knew this set.  

 

Even so, tonight I heard something new and unexpected. It was as evocative and all-

consuming as my first hearing. The singer, still shrouded in darkness, was joined by a cohort of 

voices in making a sincere offer: join us. Step into our intimate, personal sonic space. Promise us 
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that you’ll “keep our secret,” and you can do more than just listen. Live the story we want to tell. 

Experience it. Feel it.  

 

Show me darkness, baby, show me demons. 

 

 The formation splintered for the third and final time, breaking as the singers spread to 

cover the stage. Voices rose in complex, dense harmonies. The lights brightened. As I was struck 

yet again with the power of these voices in consort, I felt my own deep response to these months 

of work. I felt a desire to grow close to those singing figures, a need to understand why their 

music stripped my breath away. This intimate moment reminded me of my own deep-seated love 

of this sound and my need to make it the focus of my research. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Introduction 

 

Collegiate a cappella as a part of the popular soundscape is a contemporary phenomenon. 

Though the genre has roots stretching back to unaccompanied vocal practices of the 15th century, 

its current manifestation is a reflection of U.S. popular culture and engagement with digital 

media. Present-day ensembles, therefore, emerge out of this historical trajectory but are more 

reflective of twenty-first century performance practices and cultural expectations. Collegiate a 

cappella practitioners are overwhelmingly amateur university students, the majority of whom are 

not pursuing music in a professional capacity. They are involved in an extracurricular practice of 
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communal, social music making that has historically been localized to college campuses. Despite 

its amateur status, audiences are increasingly drawn to collegiate a cappella performances, 

competitions, and recordings. As a result, collegiate a cappella has manifested as a culturally 

powerful and socially meaningful art form.  

 It is this transformation that first drew me to this research. Despite collegiate a cappella’s 

increasingly influential position within the broader landscape of popular media culture, it sits on 

the periphery of scholarly inquiry. Its increasing popularity, however, evidenced by a growing 

presence in the mediascape and an increasing number of practitioners, suggests it is fertile 

ground for academic investigation. What draws audiences to this music, and why are the 

interested in it now? In a genre deeply wed to local places, what happens when groups release 

their music into the extended spaces of social media? What sorts of relationships exist between 

performer and audience member, specifically when audiences now stretch far beyond the local 

university campus? Are popular portrayals of collegiate a cappella representative of the everyday 

practice of the genre, and how has digital mediaculture influenced the aesthetic expectations of 

collegiate a cappella ensembles and audiences?  

To answer these questions, I approached a local ensemble with connections to both the 

collegiate a cappella genre and scene. The performance described earlier occurred at the 2016 

International Championship of Collegiate A Cappella (ICCA) Finals, held each May in New 

York City. The event concluded months of in-person ethnographic research with Florida State 

University’s All-Night Yahtzee, who served as my primary informants for this research. Self-

described as FSU’s “premier co-ed a cappella group,” All-Night Yahtzee consists of auditioned 

undergraduate students who are pursuing different programs of study from across the University. 

In contemporary practice, All-Night Yahtzee’s repertoire consists of high energy, upbeat 
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performances of popular music covers that have garnered them local and national recognition. 

Due in part to their national success, they have participated directly and indirectly in multiple 

popular televised and filmic portrayals of the genre. I therefore combine this in-person 

ethnography with cyberethnography, examining both the digital spaces through which collegiate 

a cappella is disseminated and the digital communities that form around them. I utilize Manuel 

Castell’s “network society” model to structure my understanding of the contemporary collegiate 

a cappella scene and the internal connections between All-Night Yahtzee members. My 

perception of the social and digital networks in which All-Night Yahtzee members are embedded 

has been enhanced by the spatial theories of Michel Foucault, whose differing conceptions of 

utopia and heterotopia have informed my engagement with collegiate a cappella practices.  

 Taken together, these investigations support a broader conclusion. Joshua Duchan 

positions the emergence and popularization of vocal pop styles in the 1980s and 1990s as a 

transformational period for collegiate a cappella. He dubs this the “a cappella explosion” (2012, 

45). In his conception, the doo-wop inspired songs of artists like Billy Joel and the close vocal 

harmonies of groups like Take 6 and Boyz II Men carved a popular sonic space for tight, lightly 

accompanied or unaccompanied vocal ensembles. Collegiate a cappella ensembles across the 

country transformed to fill this sonic space, aided by the advent of the internet and the 

establishment of connected networks of performers and participants. This explosion spurred the 

development of a collegiate a cappella scene. However, participants and observers of the period 

could not have predicted the scope of the genre’s continued growth in a digitally interconnected 

world, nor its contemporary positioning in the popular mediasphere. To follow Duchan’s 

metaphor, if the late 20th century marked the “a cappella explosion,” then I propose the 21st 

century as the a cappella emergence. This a cappella emergence is historically dependent on 
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Duchan’s “a cappella explosion,” but exists as a discrete period. Collegiate a cappella has moved 

beyond inhabiting a space left empty by other popular genres and now exists as a potent musical 

tradition in its own right. The increasingly interconnected nature of a digital world has allowed 

once disparate ensembles to position themselves within both an established collegiate a cappella 

scene and a broader national mediasphere. Free digital video- and audio-dissemination services 

provide participants and audiences alike unfettered access to more recorded collegiate a cappella 

than at any point in history. Overwhelmingly positive audience response has inspired numerous 

digital and dramatized portrayals of the genre, from purely fictional films to televised reality-

competitions.  

In short, collegiate a cappella has become a primary method through which thousands of 

students and hundreds of thousands of audience members across the globe engage with music 

daily. With the ever-increasing number of dramatized or semi-dramatized depictions of the 

genre, its presence in American popular media echoes far beyond the university sphere. 

Throughout this work, I explore the contemporary collegiate a cappella scene, the simultaneously 

negotiated and contested spaces of collegiate a cappella practice and performance, and the 

genre’s dynamic transformation due to its popularization through mass-mediatization.1  

 

Take Me To… School?: Early A Cappella Development 

 

Contemporary collegiate a cappella possesses a deep historical legacy.  A cappella 

singing traces its roots back to at least the fifteenth century when the term, which is Italian for 

                                                 
1 As in Hepp 2013, I use a cultural approach to mediatization “to investigate the interrelation between the change of 
media communication and sociocultural change as part of everyday communication practices, and how the change 

of these practices is related to a changing communicative construction of reality” (Hepp 2013, 618).  
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“in the style of the chapel,” was first used to distinguish between the polyphonic style of the 

Renaissance and the newer concertato style of the early Baroque. In this period, the term 

referenced stylistic differences but possessed no particular association with unaccompanied vocal 

music. During the 19th century, the Roman Catholic Church idealized these 16th century 

polyphonic techniques, exemplified by the works of Giovanni Pierluigi de Palestrina. William 

Holmes states that during this period, “…no instrumental parts were included in the sources 

containing this music, and unaware that instruments were often used during the Renaissance to 

double or substitute for vocal parts, musicians came to believe that a cappella referred to 

unaccompanied choral singing” (2017). 

  The signifier “collegiate” emerged recently, beginning with the American glee club 

tradition of the early-mid 19th century. Established first at a number of U.S. Ivy League 

universities, communal singing became popular as an extracurricular activity for college men 

and women. The lack of official courses of musical study led students to develop their own glee 

clubs where they could explore a broad array of vocal musics. While earlier repertoire was 

rooted in the Western European concert tradition, allowances were made for “college songs,” 

light-hearted performances of popular and folk tunes that were commonly infused with school 

pride.  

Paralleling these developments, African-American jubilee choruses influenced the 

burgeoning conventions of collegiate vocal music. In 1867, the Jubilee Singers of Fisk 

University were founded under the direction of George White. Their repertoire consisted chiefly 

of a cappella performances of Negro spirituals and folk songs. To raise funds for the insolvent 

Fisk University, the Jubilee Singers toured internationally. Their performances departed from the 

conventions of black minstrelsy and allowed them to share spirituals and jubilee choruses with 
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white northern audiences in a serious context for the first time. J.B.T. Marsh describes audience 

reactions, noting, “From the first the Jubilee music was more or less of a puzzle to the critics; 

and even among those who sympathised [sic] with their mission there was no little difference of 

opinion as to the artistic merit of their entertainments. Some could not understand the reason for 

enjoying so thoroughly as almost everyone did these simple unpretending songs” (Marsh 1875, 

69). Despite critical confusion about the music, these were exactly the types of songs university 

glee clubs sought for performance. Enjoyable musics that did not require advanced training in 

musical performance and which garnered popular acclaim through simplicity. By the 1890s, 

these spirituals made their way into some performances by predominantly white university glee 

clubs, adding further complexity to the sonic landscape from which the earliest a cappella groups 

emerged. 

As the century turned, smaller ensembles with the desire to perform more popular 

repertoire formed within university glee ensembles to give private performances at social clubs 

and salons. One of these small groups, the Varsity Quartet, was formed in the early 20th century 

within the Yale University Glee Club, to perform at alumni events.  The four members of the 

Varsity Quartet were, however, unwilling to limit themselves only to public performances and 

began to meet weekly for social singing, adding a fifth member to complete the group. 

Beginning in January of 1909, this small ensemble met weekly at Mory’s Temple Bar in New 

Haven, CT. The group became a fixture at Mory’s, eventually taking a separate name and 

establishing themselves as the first recognizable collegiate a cappella group: The Yale 

Whiffenpoofs. Their stated purpose was to pursue a more “modern” sound than that presented by 

the Yale Glee Club. In doing so, The Whiffenpoofs offered their members a chance to explore 

popular music performance within localized collegiate spaces, and to do so outside accepted 
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performances at public functions despite the broader societal expectations concerning music 

education at the time. Though it is certainly imaginable that earlier small ensembles had the same 

idea, the Whiffenpoofs’s 107 years of continuous operation, as well as their iconic historical 

representation, firmly ensconce them as the earliest archetypal collegiate a cappella ensemble. 

The vocal conventions of collegiate a cappella changed significantly in the ensuing century, but 

the mission of the Yale Whiffenpoofs – musical exploration of “the songs they loved so well” 

(Whiffenpoofs 2014) – continues to resonate with ensembles today. 

 

Musical Influences and the “A Cappella Explosion” 

 

 From the Whiffenpoofs’s first performance in 1909 at Mory’s Temple Bar, the genre 

developed steadily for the next century. By 1950, Princeton, Dartmouth, Harvard, and Brown 

Universities had established a cappella groups. During this period these ensembles established 

the practice of covering folk and popular material rather than presenting original songs. In the 

early 20th century, clubs incorporated swing music into their arrangements, harmonic material, 

and performance practices in the 1930s and 40s, drawing much of their repertoire from popular 

Tin Pan Alley tunes. In the mid-20th century, competing vocal influences led to a musical 

amalgam of barbershop close harmony, doo-wop virtuosity, and vocal instrumentation. This 

preceded what Duchan terms the “a cappella explosion” of the 1980s and 1990s, which began 

with the works of popular artists like Billy Joel and Bobby McFerrin (Duchan 2012). Though 

these artists did not perform as part of collegiate a cappella ensembles, they further popularized 

musical elements common to collegiate a cappella arrangements.  
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In this same period, groups like Boyz II Men and Take 6 demonstrated the influence of 

contemporaneous genres such as R&B and urban gospel. Though this thesis does not directly 

investigate the racial influences and manifestations of contemporary collegiate a cappella, it is 

notable that this period marks the first time in which African-American musical influences 

transformed the genre due to their complexity rather than their commercial approachability. 

Jubilee choruses provided college glee clubs simple, approachable, and aesthetically pleasing 

musical repertoire. Mid-century commercial doo-wop simplified the sounds of amateur African-

American street corner singing traditions for commercial marketability; period collegiate a 

cappella ensembles drew their inspirations from these popular depictions rather than the more 

complex musics that informed them. However, the influences of R&B and urban gospel sounds, 

in conjunction with vocal pop stylings, provided an expanded harmonic and rhythmic palette for 

collegiate a cappella groups to explore and began the process of detaching the genre from its 

historically white contexts. This explosion of close vocal harmony in popular music inspired the 

creation of hundreds of new a cappella groups on college campuses and began the decades-long 

transformation of an amateur social tradition into the complex popular genre of collegiate a 

cappella today. While the contemporary a cappella sound owes much to these influences, it exists 

within a discrete sonic space. 

 

Collegiate A Cappella in the 21st Century 

 

In the new millennium, collegiate a cappella is a musical amalgam of communal singing 

traditions, a desire to vocally imitate acoustic and electric instrumental sounds, and a continual 

impulse to adapt to whatever the listening public believes collegiate a cappella sounds like. The 
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genre’s malleability is not new to contemporary practices, however. Collegiate a cappella has 

always privileged popular music and popular culture. Ensembles choose and perform musics that 

are familiar to popular audiences to garner local recognition and support. This provokes a deep 

awareness of the lyrical and musical conventions of contemporary popular music, practices that a 

cappella ensembles reference in their own performances and that All-Night Yahtzee members 

commonly referenced in our personal interactions. However, in the last ten years sources of 

inspiration have shifted from solely recorded popular musics to a mix of both recorded popular 

music and popular collegiate a cappella portrayals. Due to the increasing popularity of 

dramatized portrayals of the genre, collegiate ensembles are now able to pattern their malleable 

style not only after their original musical inspirations, but also after inter-scenic models.  

I mark the beginning of the a cappella emergence with the development of the video-

sharing site YouTube and the publication of Indiana University’s Straight No Chaser’s “12 Days 

of Christmas” video (YouTube 2006). This video was shared in 2006 and became one of the first 

“viral” videos on YouTube. Its popularity led the members of Straight No Chaser to reform as an 

ensemble after being offered a five-album record deal with Atlantic Records. Straight No Chaser 

has since experienced critical and commercial success, with all six of their released albums 

charting in the Top 100 of Billboard’s Top 200 album charts.  

Their success presaged increasing popular interest in collegiate a cappella singing. In 

2007 competitions like the International Championship of Collegiate A Cappella (ICCA) and 

International Championship of High School A Cappella (ICHSA) circuits began to receive 

attention from national media publications, despite their founding years prior. Mickey Rapkin, a 

journalist and senior editor for GQ Magazine, observed several competing groups in the 2007 

ICCA competition which he chronicled in Pitch Perfect: The Quest for Collegiate A Cappella 
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Glory (Rapkin 2008). This book inspired a film of the same name (Pitch Perfect 2012), which 

was later expanded into a franchise. Television programs like The Sing-Off and Glee appeared in 

the same period, as well as a new wave of reality-inspired programming (Sing it On, Pitch 

Slapped). Record companies offered album deals to collegiate and professional groups; this 

expanded public awareness of the genre by placing collegiate a cappella on store shelves and car 

radios. Though collegiate a cappella has long been a site of collegiate extracurricular interaction, 

the legitimacy gained through such broad representation inspired a commercial popularity 

accepted by audiences and participants alike. This shift, transforming what was once communal 

and social into a publicly produced and consumed commodity, has established collegiate a 

cappella as a culturally powerful musical genre.  

 

Digital Negotiation, Aesthetic Expectations, and Style 

 

With this explosion of popular representation came several expectations about the sound 

of the music itself.  Just as earlier collegiate a cappella ensembles garnered recognition with 

performances of popular works, contemporary groups reference the sounds and performance 

practices of these popular dramatized depictions. Many of these films and television programs 

reached out to experienced a cappella performers and arrangers for help in presenting a realistic 

portrayal. Influential genre insiders often contributed to more than one television show or movie. 

As a result, these portrayals present a normative collegiate a cappella sound, dependent on close 

vocal harmonies, mimetic reproduction of instrumental sounds, driving rhythm sections 

dependent on coordinated bass or contralto and vocal percussion, heavy chordal structures, and 

vocal virtuosity to craft emotionally and sonically intense performances. Though this does not 
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represent the breadth of collegiate a cappella singing styles, it led to the development of societal 

sonic expectations; audiences without prior exposure to the genre normalized their conception of 

collegiate a cappella sound to the conventions presented. This led to a developmental period in 

collegiate a cappella practice. Ensembles quickly became aware of and began to respond to the 

“normal” sound of collegiate a cappella presented in these dramatized portrayals. In their 

rehearsal process for the 2016 ICCA, All-Night Yahtzee had many conversations about specific 

musical elements, such as dramatic, sustained chordal harmonies, which they felt were necessary 

for success. Their conversations referenced not the musical significance but rather the aesthetic 

expectations of judges and audience members. Their comments illuminate the need for 

ensembles to anticipate and incorporate the expectations of a media-savvy audience.  

Though the primary force driving these changes is the mass mediatization of the genre, 

the internet exists as a decisive catalytic site. It acts as a democratizing force, allowing artists and 

audiences to bridge the gap between amateur and professional, hearing and viewing the work of 

ensembles heretofore constrained to performing for audiences in and around their physical 

location. Videos taken directly from rehearsals and university performances are uploaded, 

shared, and utilized as both performances and publicity. Uploads of candid practice videos and 

music video outtakes allow viewers to observe private rehearsal spaces. In doing so, collegiate a 

cappella ensembles expand their sonic space and allow viewers a more intimate glimpse of their 

sonic and cultural place.  

This new dialogue creates a clash of perception, a sort of sonic cognitive dissonance. 

Dramatized and mediatized portrayals often move beyond the traditional, purely unaltered vocal 

sound achievable in live performance. Sound is edited and mastered for quality, sometimes 

stretching the bounds of what is believable. In the first Pitch Perfect film, for example, one of the 
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performers in an all-female ensemble provides bass notes (recorded for the film by a male 

singer), explaining them away as a botched complication of an unidentified vocal health issue. 

These are blatantly edited and comedic moments, but the addition of unexpected sounds that are 

not created by the pictured singers pushes the presented sound beyond what is achievable for a 

similarly constructed live collegiate ensemble. These sonic paradoxes are accompanied by time-

lapse representations of effort and rehearsal time to speed plot development. Even reality-style 

portrayals such as those presented on The Sing-Off and Sing It On forgo depictions of rehearsal 

time in favor of gossip, individual backstories, or poignant moments with coaches and judges.  

What emerges is a distinctly utopian portrayal of collegiate a cappella as a practice. 

Performances are polished and accompanied by perfectly styled hair and immaculate clothing. 

Most strikingly, they are ready for public presentation no more than a minute or two after the 

previous perfect performance. Mistakes are tools of comic relief and are presented as the 

exception rather than the rule.  

These portrayals exist in opposition to the performances observed in both my research 

with All-Night Yahtzee and the thousands of accessible video and audio recordings available 

online. Collegiate a cappella has been, and remains, a communal and social tradition. 

Collaborative performance exists as a result of the meeting and rehearsal process, but it has not 

historically been the genre’s primary motivation. Rehearsals are frequent, often long, and 

sometimes frustrating for participants as they struggle to grasp new or difficult musics. Singers 

are more likely to show up for an 8 P.M. rehearsal in sweatpants than hairspray, and no 

arrangement progresses from unseen to perfect in a two-minute montage. 

 It is precisely this break between national portrayal and the local reality that necessitates 

further study of the genre. Collegiate a cappella is a significant historical American communal 
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tradition. It is also an increasingly important musical genre in the contemporary popular music 

sphere. However, the realities of collegiate a cappella rehearsal and performance, including the 

complex sociocultural elements deeply imbedded in the genre’s history and contemporary 

practice, are often mis- or underrepresented in common mediatized portrayals. What results from 

this juxtaposition is a complex web of influences and reactions encompassing both participants 

and audience members alike. All-Night Yahtzee is situated centrally within this web, and their 

cooperation provides valuable insight. Using research gathered through in-person ethnography, 

an examination of mediatized spaces, tracking of popular curation and critique, and an attempt to 

map societal expectations for genre sound and visual appeal, I will attempt to further understand 

this complex dialogue. As a primary musical genre through which thousands of people interact 

with music daily, this investigation is necessary and warranted.  

 

Methodology 

 

This project employs three investigative methods: In-person ethnographic fieldwork, 

cyberethnography, and analysis of mediated texts, including video performances and televised 

portrayals. I combine these approaches to connect local in-person ethnography to national and 

global trends in collegiate a cappella to understand musical, social, and cultural influences that 

shape a cappella as a popular musical genre. 

For this research, I limited my collaboration principally to the members of All-Night 

Yahtzee. I completed my fieldwork in the spring and summer of 2016, a particularly formative 

period as the group prepared for and participated in the 2016 International Championship of 

Collegiate A Cappella competition. Through formal interviews and informal conversations, I 
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worked to understand the group’s rehearsal and performance process. Our interviews centered 

around members’ individual musical histories, their personal experiences with the group, their 

opinions concerning portrayals of collegiate a cappella in popular media (a la Pitch Perfect), and 

the changing role of a cappella in US popular culture. The group’s preparation for the ICCA 

finals gave me ample opportunity to observe and record both rehearsals and performances. I also 

traveled with the group to each leg of the ICCA competition for which they received an invite, 

up to and including the national finals in New York City. 

The scope of my ethnographic investigations extended beyond the group to include 

interviews with individuals associated with All-Night Yahtzee and other Florida State University 

a cappella ensembles. My goal was to understand All-Night Yahtzee’s role within the local 

College of Music and Florida State University communities and their presence on a national 

stage. I met several of these informants at ICCA competition performances in which All-Night 

Yahtzee competed. Recent former group members, including two former music directors, 

provided insight into musical continuity and All-Night Yahtzee’s evolving sonic identity, which 

they often refer to as their “style.”  Conversations with members of other a cappella ensembles at 

Florida State University highlight the status of this identity, as well as defining All-Night 

Yahtzee’s style within a local contemporary context. 

My fieldwork deals primarily with the 2015-2016 ensemble, but to understand All-Night 

Yahtzee’s sound more thoroughly I observed the audition process for the 2016-2017 year. It is a 

collaboratively planned yearly event in which all the a cappella ensembles on campus participate 

concurrently, and it offered a clear demonstration of each group’s style. By “style” I refer to the 

aesthetic dimensions of musical acumen, timbral density, vocal weight, diction, musical 
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influences, vocal and physical demeanor, and repertoire choices that All-Night Yahtzee members 

referenced during our discussions.  

Conversations and interviews with faculty members in FSU’s College of Music helped to 

broaden my assessment of All-Night Yahtzee’s local status and gave me insight into an extended 

historical memory. These discussions also introduced the complex and often problematic College 

of Music and University institutional perspectives.  

Finally, I spoke with current staff members producing ICCA competitions, all of whom 

are employed by Varsity Vocals.  The most influential company in modern collegiate a cappella, 

Varsity Vocals not only produces the ICCA and International Championship of High School A 

Cappella (ICHSA) competitions but also releases the yearly Best of Collegiate A Cappella 

(BOCA) and Best of High School A Cappella (BOHSA) compilation albums. In recent years, 

they have also partnered with Sing It On, a reality television show produced by the Pop Network 

that follows several competing groups. This ties the competitive collegiate a cappella scene even 

more directly to the contemporary mediasphere. All-Night Yahtzee was featured on the first 

season of the show, released in 2015. Due to their centrality within the genre, Varsity Vocals 

plays a determinative role in shaping the yearly experience of collegiate a cappella performers 

and contributes to the genre’s national popularity. In our informal conversations, ICCA staff 

voiced a clear familiarity with All-Night Yahtzee and their work, and they lent insight as to the 

ensemble’s place within the national a cappella scene.  

Augmenting my in-person engagement with All-Night Yahtzee is a cyberethnographic 

exploration of the broader landscape of collegiate a cappella. Because of the relatively recent 

development of the internet, cyberethnography is an emerging methodology. In designing and 

framing my cyberethnographic investigations, I consulted the works of Hine (2000), Robinson 
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and Schultz (2011), and Davis (2010).  Christine Hine’s Virtual Ethnography considers the 

Internet as both site and object, discussing the impact of individual and cultural perceptions on 

digital sources. She provides some examples of ethnographic methodologies adapted to suit 

digital sources. Notably, Hine’s text was published before the advent of many common social 

media outlets, and thus speaks to the Internet as a broad conceptual space rather than a collection 

of individual communities. Robinson and Schultz do consider these individual groups, discussing 

the modern tensions associated with cyberethnography including a specifically relevant 

investigation of the relationship between observer and observed in digital communities. Davis’s 

work demonstrates an article-length application of cyberethnography as well as utilizing the 

concept of heterotopic spaces in relation with digital communities.  

My exploration can be divided into three distinct but interwoven spaces which I term (1) 

sites of dissemination, represented by the video sharing site YouTube; (2) sites of curation and 

critique, represented by the Recorded A Cappella Review Board; and (3) sites of community 

formation and engagement, represented by comments sections on YouTube and other social 

media platforms. My purpose here is to examine the increasing mediatization of collegiate a 

cappella and the ways in which it is disseminated and propagated in the popular consciousness. I 

am specifically interested in popular portrayals of the collegiate a cappella style, the rehearsal 

and performance process, and the degrees to which these portrayals influence music making 

among contemporary collegiate like All-Night Yahtzee.  

Though these sites often occur in close proximity, I investigate them as discrete threads. 

The first of these spaces contains sites of dissemination, through which groups or individuals 

directly share their music digitally, bypassing the traditional recording artist/commercial 

producer relationship. I examined many video and audio recordings of collegiate a cappella 
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rehearsals and performances uploaded and shared through YouTube, SoundCloud, Vocaroo, and 

Spotify. In doing so, I identified several genre-specific trends, such as the overrepresentation of 

male-female duets compared with the popular music sphere, the somatic representation of 

gendered duels with performed hyper-masculine and feminine physicality, a consistent 

utilization of heavy block chordal harmonies, and a growing reliance on vocal imitation of 

electronic effects.  I completed these analyses over the course of the past year, beginning before 

direct ethnographic work with All-Night Yahtzee.  

The second space contains sites of community formation and engagement. This phrasing 

is intentionally broad, as this space constituted observation of a wide and varied group of 

contributors. These are sites in which people digitally gather to view, react, and respond to the 

recordings or videos that are presented in a digital format. Websites such as YouTube often 

include a dedicated comments section, which allows audience members to share their reactions 

and opinions about presented material. Some services, like Spotify, accomplish a similar goal by 

connecting users via social media accounts with websites like Facebook, which again provides 

for a place to share thoughts about the music they hear. I observed the responses and 

commentary that emerged from these sites to better understand the perceptions, expectations, and 

reactions of individuals who view collegiate a cappella through digital formats. As with all of the 

cyber-ethnographic work for this thesis, I observed without participating in the discussion. 

The third and final cyber-ethnographic space concerns curation and critique. As with any 

artistic genre, collegiate a cappella is subject to professional and semi-professional criticism. 

This curation represents a form of aesthetic taste-making, in which perceived experts use their 

platforms to advance certain musical trends in collegiate a cappella. As the genre is inexorably 

tied to online and digital forms of access, many of these criticisms occur via blog, website, or 
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forum curation. One of the most popular of these is the Recorded A Cappella Review Board 

(RARB). First founded in 1993, the RARB acts as a site of professional commentary and curated 

dissemination, with credentialed reviewers sharing their thoughts with the aid of a standardized 

review system. I engaged with many of the posted reviews, as well as the albums reviewed. 

Additionally, I investigated the critiques and reviews leveled at collegiate a cappella, and 

specifically the yearly ICCA competition, by the national news media, most notably NPR.  

The final investigatory sphere concerns analysis of mediated texts. Since collegiate a 

cappella has recently experienced a surge in popularity due to televised and cinematic portrayals, 

it suffers from a challenge of representation. I analyzed some of these dramatized presentations, 

with specific emphasis given to The Sing-Off, Glee, and Pitch Perfect. I combine this analysis 

with my research on how collegiate a cappella is traditionally presented, both live and through 

digital spaces, to identify connections and influences on performing a cappella ensembles like 

All-Night Yahtzee. Specifically, I will discuss the utopian aspects of dramatized portrayals, 

juxtaposed with a heterotopian reading of All-Night Yahtzee’s daily experience.  

In sum, my approach combined in-person ethnographic fieldwork, cyber-ethnography, 

and musical and cultural analysis of mediated texts to inform both an understanding of collegiate 

a cappella as it occurs locally, and also the influences, pressures, and perceptions of the genre 

nationally.  

 

Overview of Chapters 

  

 As All-Night Yahtzee permeates each element of this research, Chapter Two is devoted 

to their founding, development, and contemporary practice. The discussion explores All-Night 
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Yahtzee’s placement and context on the Florida State University campus and the ways in which 

they use communal singing to carve out and control private sonic rehearsal spaces. The 

remainder of the chapter is devoted to All-Night Yahtzee’s musical style and the ways in which 

it is negotiated, contested, and reified through yearly auditions. In Chapter Three, I examine the 

collegiate a cappella’s associated digital spaces, including sites of dissemination, community 

formation, and curation. This is interwoven with a discussion of the role of the internet in the 

development of contemporary collegiate a cappella. The contestation and negotiation of these 

spaces is then situated within a global collegiate a cappella network, drawing upon the work of 

Manuel Castells to provide a theoretical framework for understanding.  

 Chapter Four views this negotiation in broader terms, examining the impact of recent 

portrayals of collegiate a cappella singing in televised and filmic media. All-Night Yahtzee’s 

experience will be analyzed in relation to these popular depictions in order to showcase both the 

realized influences and portrayed misrepresentations of dramatized genre interpretations. Chapter 

Five contains final thoughts and questions for further research.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

TALK FROM THE HEART: CRAFTED SPACES AND MUSICAL STYLE 

 

Introduction 

 

All-Night Yahtzee is Florida State University’s self-described “premier, award-winning 

co-ed a cappella group” (All-Night Yahtzee, 2017). In the two decades since its founding, All-

Night Yahtzee has become an established University ensemble that has achieved success in 

regional and national a cappella competitions. Despite the turnover in ensemble personnel as 

members graduate or move on to other activities, All-Night Yahtzee has maintained a diverse 

membership united by a shared interest in a cappella singing and a willingness to devote a large 

amount of time to the group.  

In this chapter, I examine All-Night Yahtzee’s ensemble structure and their position 

within the Florida State community. I then explore the ways that their distinctive musical 

practices are shaped by the places and spaces in which they move. For this thesis, I limit my 

discussions of style to focus on observable practices demonstrated in All-Night Yahtzee’s 

rehearsals, pre-performance rituals, and performances. My analysis draws upon Duchan’s 

application of Bourdieu’s habitus to collegiate  a cappella ensembles as I explore the vocal 

elements that typify All-Night Yahtzee’s sonic identity. Carl Wilson’s discussion of habitus and 

Phillip Bohlman’s definition of “style” further inform my analytical framework as I reach 

beyond the purely musical to examine attitudes, vocal inflection, physical gesture, shared 

repertories, and other aspects of performance practice. Finally, I discuss how All-Night Yahtzee 

uses these habitual practices to craft and control private, localized spaces that showcase the 
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group’s musical and performed identity and how they negotiate and reify their style through 

yearly auditions.  

 

A Dog, A Storm, and the Story of All-Night Yahtzee 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

In the weeks prior to the 2016 ICCA finals, a colleague asked me about the origin of All-

Night Yahtzee’s name. I realized that in the excitement leading up to the competition I’d 

neglected to ask this crucial question, an oversight I resolved at the next rehearsal by asking 

Daniel about the name’s history.  

 

“So, you know we were founded in 1998? Well, that was the same year Hurricane Earl 

hit Florida. I guess you could say we got our name from a dog, a storm, and a story… I should 

explain.” He settled back for a second, adopting the more measured tone of a storyteller 

preparing a tale.  

 

 “Back in 1998, Brian Haverkate decided to form an a cappella group. They wanted to do 

modern music, popular music. He gathered a bunch of interested people and they decided to have 

a group get-together, just like we still do every year. They rented a beach house down on St. 

George’s Island and went down for a long weekend, and they took Brian’s dog, Yahtzee, along 

with them. Unfortunately for them, that happened to be the weekend Hurricane Earl hit. They got 

a bit of warning, of course, and when the storm turned they thought it would probably be best to 
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head back to Tallahassee early rather than trying to ride out the storm. St. George’s Island is a 

border island, you know, so it’s really not the type of place you want to be in a storm like that. 

They packed everything up and beat the storm back to Tallahassee, and got all settled in and safe 

before they realized they were missing something, or rather someone. They left Yahtzee on the 

island. Of course, everyone was freaking out, but they had locked everything up, and they 

decided it was safer for them and the dog both to just wait and go back early the next morning, 

once the storm had passed by. They settled in to wait through an uncomfortable night, and got up 

early the next morning to go back and pick up Yahtzee, but when they opened the door, they 

found Yahtzee sitting on the porch, soaking wet. St. George’s Island is, you know, like seventy 

or eighty miles away, and we’re not really sure if he got left there or just jumped out of one of 

the cars when they got back and hid while people were looking or something, but they all said 

Yahtzee made his way home through the storm by running all night long. That’s where the name 

came from. All-Night Yahtzee.”  

 

 As he concluded the story, I found myself laughing along. “Damn,” I muttered, “that’s 

quite a story.” He replied with a quick smile, “Nah. Yahtzee was quite a dog.”  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

The Basics: Understanding the World of All-Night Yahtzee 

 

Of the five collegiate a cappella ensembles at Florida State University, All-Night Yahtzee 

has experienced the broadest national and critical success. They have competed in the 
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International Championship of Collegiate A Cappella for nine of the past ten years and in that 

time have won or placed in all of their quarterfinals appearances, five of their semifinals 

appearances, and have competed in the national finals twice, in 2008 and 2016. Following their 

finals appearance in 2008, the producers of the 2012 film Pitch Perfect offered All-Night 

Yahtzee members slots as movie extras. In recent years, the group has traveled to the SoJam A 

Cappella Festival, receiving awards in both 2014 and 2015. Additionally, the group was selected 

to be featured on the first season of Sing It On, a reality docu-series produced by the POP 

Network in conjunction with Varsity Vocals and the ICCAs. Given this, All-Night Yahtzee is 

uniquely qualified to speak to both the benefits and challenges of practicing contemporary 

collegiate a cappella in a digitally-influenced world. 

The group consists of auditioned undergraduate students from a variety of programs 

across the university. Following auditions at the beginning of each school year, the size of the 

group fluctuates between twelve and twenty participants. They consisted of fifteen members 

during my time working with them, eight females and seven males, although a sixteenth left the 

ensemble shortly before ICCA preparations began for personal reasons.  

 Each spring, members vote to select the next year’s executive board. This council - 

comprised of a president, business manager, music director, and public relations/social events 

chair – collectively governs all ensemble activities while its individual officers handle discrete 

management tasks. Each board position is responsible for a specific sphere of the group’s 

existence. The president handles off-campus event management, the business manager plans on-

campus performances, the music director arranges, teaches music, and leads rehearsals, and the 

social/public relations chair handles all Yahtzee-branded social media accounts, merchandise, 

and fundraising efforts. The remainder of the ensemble are classed as members; no official 
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seniority system exists beyond the elected executive board. For reference, the group’s 2015-2016 

executive board and member roster, as it appeared for the 2016 ICCA competition, is listed 

below.2 Nicknames by which I will reference members appear in parentheses.  

 

President: Victoria Hurley 

Business Manager: Daniel Cardenas 

Music Director: Michael Arellano 

PR/Social Chair: Karly Villar 

Members: Angel Coleman, Jasmine Richardson, Jordan Bilbrew, Joseph Hennessy (Jojo), Katie 

Lang, Kelly Post, Michael Mattox (Mattox), Michael Leyte-Vidal (Mika), Molly Cloonan, 

Santiago Arbelaez (Santi), Valeria Rigabon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 The members of All-Night Yahtzee have consented to being referenced by name in this thesis. 

Figure 2.1 – The 2015-2016 All-Night Yahtzee Members 
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All-Night Yahtzee in Local Contexts 

 

 Florida State recognizes All-Night Yahtzee as a university organization that is not 

specifically affiliated with any of the individual colleges on campus. However, their 

classification as an organization does require they have an assigned faculty advisor. As is the 

case with many collegiate a cappella ensembles around the country, the group is closely 

connected with the University’s College of Music. There are two reasons for this. First, the 

evolution of collegiate a cappella ensembles from university glee clubs has historically situated 

them in similar physical places. As American universities developed official courses for music 

study, many colleges, schools, and departments of music or fine arts accepted early glee clubs as 

an ensemble. Due in part to their desire to perform popular music rather than Western European 

concert musics, early collegiate a cappella ensembles did not make this transition. However, 

many individuals participated in both glee club and collegiate a cappella, which led to groups 

finding spaces for weekly rehearsal in university music buildings while still maintaining their 

nominal independence. Early ensembles pioneered this structure, and collegiate a cappella 

ensembles founded during the “a cappella explosion” of the 1980s and 1990s, such as All-Night 

Yahtzee, defaulted to a similar tenuously connected but officially unaffiliated position. 

 The second connection between university music programs and collegiate a cappella 

ensembles rests upon musical training. Though collegiate a cappella is a historically amateur 

tradition, it does present unique technical demands as competitive arrangements grow 

increasingly more complex. Collegiate a cappella participants do not need a deep understanding 

of music theory, arrangement practices, or piano skills. However, having at least one group 

member (typically the music director) with technical musical training makes the arranging and 
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rehearsal process easier. The advent of digital access to popular song transcriptions and chord 

structures makes the practice of covering simpler, but does not replace the arranging process. 

All-Night Yahtzee creates all their own arrangements, and constructing them typically falls to the 

music director. Michael Arellano, the music director during the 2015-2016 year, was a music 

industry major and used his University music theory training in both the arranging and rehearsal 

processes. However, most of the members were not music majors and had little, if any, training 

in music theory or arranging. Despite this, Michael took the time to explain his reasoning for 

certain vocal requests to the group. He often accompanied statements like the desire for a higher-

pitched note from a singer or part with its technical explanation, such as the influence a chord’s 

third has on its overall tuning. Though he originally arranged All-Night Yahtzee’s ICCA set, the 

final performed arrangements developed over time through improvisatory contributions. As 

Michael shared his technical musical knowledge, members contributed increasingly applicable 

suggestions. The following scene, which occurred approximately two months into the ICCA 

rehearsal process, showcases this continual arrangement editing process.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Angel’s vocal percussion line sputtered to a stop as the group experienced what can only 

be described as a full harmonic and rhythmic collapse. Parts ran together as singers forgot lyrics. 

Multiple alternate tempos emerged and ran quickly (or not so quickly) into the ground. Michael 

stepped to the center of the group. 

 

“Mika, just what exactly is that bass line? That didn’t work at all.”  
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“Well, I’m not really sure. What’s the rhythm we’re going with there?” Mika replied. 

 

“Umm… maybe something like this?” Michael said as he proceeded to improvise a quick bass 

rhythm. Mika suggested a quick change, substituting a longer note for a few shorter, syncopated 

ones. 

 

“Yeah, why not? Let’s go with that.”  

 

 The group settled back into rehearsing. After they finished, I approached Michael to ask, 

“was there not a written rhythm part there? What happened to the part he’s been singing?”  

 

“Well,” he replied, “we generally start with written arrangements. I print them out and make 

MIDI files of each part so people can learn them quickly, but then we put things together and 

change the things that aren’t working. We’ve changed that bass part around a few times.”  

 

“But it seems like it’s been solid for the past few rehearsals?” 

 

He began to laugh again. “Oh! That specific rhythm part. Yeah… we don’t know what that 

rhythm part is because we wrote it on a chalkboard and erased it. We’ll get something figured 

out.”  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 An undergraduate ensemble’s unofficial association with the College of Music is not 

without its difficulties. In All-Night Yahtzee’s case, there is a significant amount of tension 

between the College of Music’s voice department for collegiate a cappella singing and the 

performers that choose to participate. This tension stems from a belief that the technical demands 

of Western European art music are incompatible with the vocal conventions of collegiate a 

cappella singing. I spoke briefly with a graduate student in the department who teaches 

undergraduate voice lessons about her thoughts on Florida State’s collegiate a cappella 

ensembles. In response, she visibly shuddered while muttering, “No. Just… no.” Several of All-

Night Yahtzee’s members that are pursuing voice study commented during the semester on their 

instructors’ disapproval of collegiate a cappella participation. One, Santiago, discontinued 

singing with All-Night Yahtzee for the 2017-2018 year at his instructor’s request. Not all voice 

faculty members share this sentiment, but even those that value the practice admit the low regard 

the department projects. Addressing collegiate a cappella singing specifically, FSU Assistant 

Professor of Voice Dr. Chuck Chandler stated, “I believe good singing is good singing, and that 

the technical demands of another musical style simply require developing a vocal technique that 

can handle them while achieving an efficient, healthy, and beautiful sound. There is no one-size-

fits-all technique.” He chuckled as he added, “I’m sure some of the other [faculty members] 

disagree, though.”  

 The growth of collegiate a cappella as a nationally consumed art form presents additional 

problems for this local positionality. Television programs and films seek out top ensembles to 

perform or compete on broadcast productions. This challenges the unofficial nature of ensemble 

relationships with Universities due to the nature of the representation involved. All-Night 

Yahtzee faced this issue in 2014 after they were approached to join the inaugural season of Sing 
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It On, produced by the POP Network. The producers wanted to chronicle the group’s 

participation in the ICCA competition and present their preparation and performances alongside 

other notable collegiate a cappella ensembles from around the country. Though All-Night 

Yahtzee is independent of official departmental affiliations, the television program still proposed 

presenting them as representatives of Florida State University. The ensemble contacted their 

faculty advisor at the time, a professor of music theory turned university associate dean, to 

request permission to appear on the show. Their advisor spoke to the Dean of the College of 

Music who denied the request. The advisor then requested and received permission from the 

University’s general administration, effectively overruling the College of Music Dean’s decision. 

A series of discussions about organizational concerns and the potential for negative press 

followed amongst University administrators. All-Night Yahtzee was unaware of most of this 

process.  

 The group was aware, however, of the College of Music’s negative response to their 

original request. Shortly after these discussions occurred, the College of Music’s performance 

operations manager sent a letter to all student organizations that regularly used College of Music 

spaces. It noted that due to space constraints and increasing demands for reserved rooms, student 

organizations could no longer reserve rooms on a monthly or semester-long basis. Organizations 

could still use College of Music spaces, but only if they were reserved on the requested day. 

Spaces would only be available if College of Music students or faculty had not otherwise 

reserved them. Furthermore, recital spaces, which All-Night Yahtzee commonly used for pre-

performance showcase rehearsals and audition recordings, would no longer be available. Though 

many similar policies exist across the University and the performance operations manager did 

not direct this letter at any specific organization, All-Night Yahtzee felt it was a response to their 
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request to join the television program. Whether the policy directive was predicated on other 

concerns, the result was that the group experienced a sense of displacement.  

As they prepared for the 2016 ICCA finals, All-Night Yahtzee rehearsed in numerous 

places across the University. Though they preferred their traditional sites in the College of Music 

when they were available, I observed rehearsals in dormitory common rooms, a black box 

theater, and on outdoor patios. Choreography rehearsals, now removed from the larger College 

of Music recital halls, took place on empty racquetball courts in the University Recreation 

Center. The group staged non-competitive performances in a variety of locations, both on- and 

off-campus.  Throughout this process, All-Night Yahtzee managed to effectively rehearse by 

evoking familiar communal and sonic spaces even in unfamiliar physical locations.  

 

Aesthetic Considerations: Identity and/as Style 

 

As the ensemble navigated its place within the College of Music and its fluctuating 

rehearsal spaces, I often wondered: through what practices do these singers develop their sense 

of group identity? The answer is best found in its commitment to specific musical and 

performing styles. The term “style” is both problematic and recurrent in discussions of 

contemporary collegiate a cappella. What distinguishes one ensemble’s style from another’s 

when both adhere to the conventions of a genre? What elements does style encompass? Is it 

purely musical and, if not, what other elements contribute to the creation and presentation of 

style? When questioned about the term, the members of All-Night Yahtzee agreed that, while 

they often used the term “style” to represent both their vocal conventions and their overall sense 

of the ensemble’s practice, they could not come to a comprehensive definition.  
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I define collegiate a cappella style polysemously, as both verb and noun. It is both a 

performer’s process of making choices about musical production, such as those of timbre, vowel 

shape, vibrato usage, or dynamic intensity, and the spectrum of his or her available choices that 

seem possible or reasonable. To understand an ensemble’s style, then, is to reconcile both the 

spectrums of possibility and the chosen actions of each contributing individual as he or she 

performs. In doing so, another spectrum emerges; a more limited series of musical and 

performance possibilities to which each contributor adheres. This is the ensemble’s style.  

 Many scholars have approached a definition of style by embracing one side of this dual 

understanding, either noun or verb, passive or active. In Powerful Voices: The Musical and 

Social World of Collegiate A Cappella, Joshua Duchan grapples with defining style first as a 

purely musical component and then as a marker of cultural and social identity. He structures 

vocal style as an informant of group identity, noting: 

 

The idea of an identity based on vocal style, and the consistency of that 

identity/style from year to year, is more important to some groups than other. But 

it is widespread throughout the a cappella community… The importance of 
continuity is perhaps clearest in criticism: album reviews by the Recorded A 

Cappella Review Board frequently compare contemporary albums with others by 

the same group years earlier, even while acknowledging that none of the same 

singers remain. (Duchan 2012, 103) 

 

 To conceptualize an identifying ensemble style that is dependent solely on a 

group’s methods of vocal production, Duchan theorizes a habitus of singing. He builds 

upon Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of habitus3 to define an individual’s habitus of singing as 

the conventions that “encompass an individual’s usual, predisposed manner of singing 

                                                 
3 Duchan defines habitus here as “Pierre Bourdieu’s term for the patterns of action, learned through past experience 

and ‘transposable’ to future situations, to which individuals and groups are subconsciously predisposed.” 
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and the ways in which it is applied to the music of the moment” (Duchan, 101). It is 

centered in the process of vocal production and is influenced by both past musical 

experiences and present social and cultural influences.  An ensemble’s habitus of singing, 

then, is an underlying cultural element, a touchstone against which an individual's 

performance is measured. While collegiate a cappella avoids many of the technical 

conventions expected of traditional choral singing, this habitus does encompass a set of 

describable normative qualities. Understanding a group’s habitus of singing allows 

individual members significant creative and improvisatory license, but only if they 

remain within the ensemble's habitual sonic space. 

 While Duchan’s theorization focuses on the vocal aspects of an ensemble’s 

habitus, Carl Wilson offers a broader view. He defines habitus as “your home base and 

your habits: the attitudes, abilities, and expectations your upbringing has nurtured” 

(Wilson 2007, 90). When examining an ensemble, combining Duchan’s habitus of 

singing with Wilson’s understanding of habitus provides a lens through which one can 

observe a group’s musical, physical, social, and cultural habits. Wilson states this clearly, 

noting that habitus “serves as a filter for… predilections and decisions,” bounding what 

actions or responses are “thinkable” (Wilson 2007, 90). These bounded “thinkable” 

possibilities form an individual’s spectrum of conceivable choices.  

This description of habitus closely mirrors the ways other scholars have worked 

to define “style.” Leonard Meyer assesses style as a cultural force that places constraints 

around any series of applicable choices (1989, 3). In attempting to separate the oft-

intertwined definitions of “style” and “genre,” Allen Moore concludes that style is not 

intrinsic to a performance, but is instead found in the articulations imposed on performed 
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material (2001, 441). Philip Bohlman defines musical style as “an aspect of the sharing of 

repertories by groups of individuals formed on the basis of social cohesion” (Bohlman, 

18).  

Each scholar identifies a similar process, but taken together they present a 

dichotomous definition of style. Moore describes style as an active process, in which 

individuals or ensembles must impose artistic choices on performed material. Bohlman 

and Meyer instead describe style passively, as a series of structural constraints that limit 

“thinkable” choices. Duchan and Wilson demonstrate the same division in their 

discussions of an individual’s habitus, with Duchan presenting the act of performing 

specific vocal techniques while Wilson instead describes the cultural understanding that 

limits what choices are conceivable. Taken together, these authors support 

understandings of style as both a verb and a noun. Style is both the influences 

constraining acceptable choices and the process of making and applying choices that fall 

within this spectrum.  

 What then is All-Night Yahtzee’s style, and why does it matter? A number of 

conventions spring to mind – contemporary popular music choices, heavy block chordal 

harmonic climaxes, upbeat and high energy performances, paired melismatic internal 

vocal lines, a preference for animated and “sultry” stage movement rather than “sexy” or 

“sensual” – the list could go on. Even non-performed elements like rehearsals that begin 

5-10 minutes after their scheduled time could broadly be classed as habitual stylistic 

practices. Given that style encompasses the entire spectrum of possible acceptable 

choices, though, outlining All-Night Yahtzee’s style is neither straightforward nor useful. 
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A better question would be, how does All-Night Yahtzee do style? This shift from 

passive to active, from noun to verb, identifies an issue.  

 All-Night Yahtzee does not do style. All-Night Yahtzee is an ensemble, not an 

individual. Duchan’s discussion of habitus starkly notes the difference, classing an 

individual’s habitus of singing as a “manner of singing” while assigning an ensemble’s 

habitus of singing a passive, constraining role. The ensemble certainly has both a habitus 

and a style, but its communal makeup means it lacks the agency to actively impose 

chosen elements and do style. The individuals that make up All-Night Yahtzee do have 

the necessary agency to choose and impose stylistic elements. The process of these 

individuals communally making musical choices generates and presents not only All-

Night Yahtzee’s ensemble style, but also outlines the group’s identity. This is not to say 

that the choices each individual makes during this process are decided in isolation. Both 

Duchan and Bohlman note the historical contexts of performing ensembles that 

experience member departure and replacement. Shared repertories and apprenticeship-

style training reinforce certain expectations, maintaining important aspects of group 

identity. All-Night Yahtzee uses a big/little mentor/mentee model that mirrors those 

commonly used by sororities and fraternities to initiate and train new members in the 

group’s historical practices.  

 However, the struggle Duchan identifies, in which contemporary collegiate a 

cappella albums are often compared to the ensemble’s earlier recordings regardless of the 

group’s current composition, reveals the imperfect nature of this model. Because 

ensembles cannot do style and instead rely on the choices of an ever-changing group of 
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individuals who contribute their own musical influences and desires, groups continuously 

negotiate both style and identity.  

It is important to note here that many collegiate a cappella ensembles may 

showcase similar sonic and performance practices. These similarities reveal the impact of 

both historical and contemporary aesthetic influences on the collegiate a cappella genre 

and on practicing ensembles. I will discuss these influences thoroughly in Chapter Four. 

However, understanding group identity through a lens of both habitus and style 

delineates the difference in terms of “thinkable” choices rather than the limited 

observations of a specific performance, or even a group of performances. 

Viewed as a whole, this process is quite complex. Evoking and presenting All-

Night Yahtzee’s style requires a group of individuals, all of whom have gone through the 

initiation and training process to become familiar with the ensemble’s historical 

conventions – its habitus of singing. Once assembled, the members must begin 

practicing, making vocal and physical choices that reconcile their individual habitus with 

the group’s habitus. This process, if successful, forges a cohesion that allows the 

individual singers to make active the ensemble’s negotiated style. In doing so, the group 

carves and occupies a shared intimate performance space, regardless of physical location.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

There is perhaps no moment that more vividly characterizes All-Night Yahtzee than their 

first ensemble warm-up the day of the ICCA finals. I attended the event as a guest of the group 

and observed them through a full day of rehearsals, production meetings, staging, and private 
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ensemble preparation, culminating in the ICCA finals production. For most of the day, this 

translated into me occupying a chair in an out of the way corner of Yahtzee’s dressing room, 

which was a standard hotel room in the Beacon hotel. 

 

 The morning of the ICCA finals began with a competitor meeting. All the ensembles 

gathered in a large conference room in the basement of the theatre to draw lots for the 

competition performance order. This meeting also served as the only rehearsal time for the 

collaborative opening number. “In the spirit of collegiality,” each year the competing groups 

come together to perform a song. This year’s choice was an arrangement of Whitney Houston’s 

“I Wanna Dance with Somebody.” In the weeks leading up to the final competition, multiple 

members of All-Night Yahtzee expressed unhappiness at the production company’s choice to 

add another stressful event to an already taxing day, but the rehearsal went smoothly. With the 

competition order set and the opening number ready, the groups left to prepare for the coming 

performance. 

 

 Tensions were high as the group set out for a final rehearsal in their hotel room. Amidst 

the clothing, water bottles, and accessories they’d brought for the competition, they settled into 

whatever spaces they could make – bed corners, chairs, windowsills, a nearby dresser. Members 

made special allowances for Jordan and Victoria, both of whom had arrived late so that they 

could attend their graduation ceremony in Tallahassee, by offering them space on the beds. The 

room was a chaotic jumble of bodies and suitcases. To focus the group’s attention and energy, 

Michael suggested a sing-through, a simple review of music they had rehearsed dozens of times.  
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As they began to sing, nothing changed. Bodies still sprawled across the beds. A few 

members browsed through their phones; others periodically cued up for a break in the room’s 

only bathroom. The singers struggled momentarily to agree on a tempo. A few members were 

fighting illness and sang quietly or not at all, saving their voices for later. The introductory 

arrangement was dense, consisting of hummed sliding chords and syllabic interjections 

complementing a soloist, and required intense focus to balance and blend well. Instead of a 

cohesive, attentive performance, though, the still-distracted singers sang wearily. Unperturbed, 

the group progressed into their first full song, “I Know What You Did Last Summer.” Members 

again sang their parts with the ease of long practice but struggled to energize moving passages. 

The tuning began to slip, sinking ever lower. A car alarm blared loudly outside the open window, 

adding a fitting counterpoint to the lackluster performance.  

 

 As they kept singing, sparks of energy began infusing the music. Michael grinned at the 

car alarm as Jordan spoke up – “Relax, relax!” Karly began to dance in one corner, faintly 

tracing the number’s choreography in the small space.  Daniel shaped dynamics in front of him 

with his hands. The singers dropped heavily into the arrangement’s middle section – an 

introspective moment of sung conversation between the soloists supported by wide chordal 

harmonies. The sound began to grow in intensity, teetering on the edge of cohesion. As they 

reached the climax of the song, Valeria’s shouted “bring it home!” suggested that the group may 

have rediscovered their usual energy. However, as the song ended Michael uttered a quick, 

“cool” and everything settled back toward a general weariness.  
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 Jordan opened the set’s ballad, a combined arrangement of “Say” and “Say Love,” with a 

solo falsetto statement,  

 

“Cause all I need is the air I breathe and a place to rest my head…” 

 

 The rest of the group began to sing. Closed vowels and close harmonies gave the 

arrangement an intimate feel when compared to the intensity of the first song’s heavy blocked 

chords. The introduction required focus and the first song required energy, but this arrangement 

demanded connection. Slowly more individuals began to stand facing inward, forming a rough 

circle around the room.  

 

“This is us at our best, and at our worst…” 

 

“When we speak, does it feel unrehearsed?” 

 

 The group continued to connect with each other, establishing their sonic presence within 

the hotel room. By the end of the set people were smiling and laughing comfortably. It was not a 

perfect movie moment. Everyone was still tired. It was still just a warm-up. Even so, hours 

before the year’s largest collegiate a cappella competition, the individuals of All-Night Yahtzee 

connected to their group identity by stepping into a communal space and singing together.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 In Music as Social Life, Thomas Turino notes, “My children, like many people, identified 

themselves through musical style… Controlling the sonic space was a way to assert this 

individual identity… Controlling the sonic space was literally one way to project oneself 

throughout the house” (Turino 2008, 93). In this example, All-Night Yahtzee’s achieves the 

same result. As the members moved to stand in a rough circle, they delineated their own intimate 

localized space, even while distant from their normal practice and performance spaces. In this 

private space, they can connect with each other through the process of singing familiar music. 

The quality of the performance is secondary to the process of breathing, singing, and listening to 

each other. By the end of the sing-through, the group members crafted a familiar space, 

successfully connecting the participants while recalling the ensemble’s style, preparing them for 

the competition ahead. 

 

The Audition 

 

 As I noted earlier, All-Night Yahtzee’s group identity depends on individual 

contributions and is renegotiated with the introduction of new members. I began my fieldwork 

observations of ANY after the 2015-2016 ensemble was assembled, which means that I did not 

observe the audition process for the singers who participated in the ICCA final event with which 

I began this thesis. I was, however, able to observe auditions for the next year’s group in the Fall 

of 2016. It was an interesting and transformative year, as over half the ensemble members had 

left the group, either due to graduating, other off-campus opportunities, or personal choice.  

 As a rule, the executive teams of Florida State University’s five collegiate a cappella 

groups coordinate yearly audition procedures. All auditions occur in one of the buildings 
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dedicated to the College of Music, and though each group holds auditions in a separate room, 

they all occur simultaneously across the span of a week. This allows potential applicants to 

audition for as many of the available ensembles as they would like. Auditioning students are 

asked for their group preference if more than one wishes to accept them.  

 The audition itself is relatively simple. Interested students sign up for time slots using a 

shared online document, which ensembles promote through social media outlets in the weeks 

leading up to auditions. All-Night Yahtzee’s audition announcement reads as much like an 

advertisement as an announcement:  

 

All-Night Yahtzee is Florida State University's premier co-ed a cappella group. 

Fresh off of a docu-series TV show, Sing It On, and being crowned champions of 

the 2016 ICCA Wildcard round, we are looking for YOU! After performing at the 

2016 Finals in New York City, we need fresh new talent that will blow us away. 

 

Do you love to sing and perform? Have you dreamed of traveling around the 

nation with your closest friends? Ever thought you'd record PROFESSIONAL 

music? 

 

Prospective members prepare a “verse and chorus from any song, preferably pop.”4 The 

group advertisement also contains a link to the group’s most recent album, hosted by music 

streaming service Spotify, as an example of “Yahtzee’s style.” 

 Auditioning students arrive at their chosen time, are greeted by a member, and are 

provided with a short form to fill out. This form contains a mix of practical questions – their 

name, phone number, email address, school year, major – and personal ones, such as their 

favorite band or celebrity crush. A group member escorts the auditioning student into the room 

and gives his or her completed paperwork to a member of the executive board, who then 

                                                 
4 The term “pop” is not further defined.  
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“introduces” the potential member. Though audition slots are quite short, the inclusion of 

opinion questions concerning popular culture often sparks conversation between the auditioning 

student and the executive board members and serves to remove some of the tension in the 

process. A few of the members noted that these conversational moments have become especially 

important in recent years, as many auditioning students first learn of the group through popular 

portrayals like Sing It On, and are resultantly “more nervous.”  

 The auditioning students sing their chosen selections unaccompanied. This is followed by 

a short vocalise to showcase their vocal range while accompanied by piano. A question and 

answer period follows, and a reminder of the date and time of callback auditions, which typically 

occur the following weekend. While this all happens, executive board members observe and take 

notes about the performance.  

During the Fall 2016 auditions, this observation and communication process occurred via 

the GroupMe application, which they accessed either via cell phone or laptop computer. 

GroupMe provided a connected digital messaging system, which allowed the executive board 

members to communicate their thoughts about the performance in real time. The executive board 

members had warned auditioning students before they began about this type of communication, 

so as not to unwittingly imply disinterest with mid-performance typing.  

 The executive board allowed me a place in the room from which to observe, as well as 

access to their GroupMe conversation for the duration of the audition period. The majority of the 

conversation was predictable, with notes about performers being passed between observers. The 

conversation was not always convivial, with negative reactions expressed quite dramatically 

from behind the relative safety of a computer or cell phone screen. Positive reactions were just as 

emphatic.  
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Over the course of the week, though, an interesting trend emerged; some applicants, 

though responses to their auditions were positive, evoked some variant of the response, “they’re 

just not Yahtzee.” This response took several forms. In some instances, the singer’s style of 

vocal production did not mesh with All-Night Yahtzee’s contemporary pop repertoire. In other 

cases, a singer’s physical presence in the space or dress prompted observers to associate them 

with one of the other ensembles on campus. The phrase “She’s a Belle” occurred multiple times, 

referencing Florida State University’s AcaBelles. Each comment hinged on a stylistic judgment 

of not only musical acumen but also social and communal fit.  

These judgments, whether they stem from musical or visual observations, are how All-

Night Yahtzee executive board members limit potential applicants by their perceived ability to 

function within All-Night Yahtzee’s habitus of singing. Though its specific constraints shift from 

year to year, auditions allow for the selection of new members that are both talented and 

demonstrate that they will quickly adapt to the group’s practice. At the same time, they allow 

executive board members creative control over the ensemble’s yearly stylistic shifts. These 

changes are most often initiated by the group’s music director. During the 2016 auditions, for 

example, the newly elected music director (Mika) strongly supported some candidates that other 

executive board members were uncertain about. Mika is a theatre major with little technical 

musical training. The prospective students to whom he reacted strongly showcased a definitively 

theatrical sound, with bright vowels, belted vocal strain, and aggressive consonants. These are 

not common characteristics of All-Night Yahtzee’s style, but with so few returning members, 

Mika saw an opportunity to modify the ensemble’s style to align more closely with his personal 

preferences. Group members reported a similar stylistic shift when Michael assumed the music 

director position in 2013.  
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The decisions made in these auditions matter greatly. Both All-Night Yahtzee’s style and 

identity are dependent on successful communal singing forging a connection between 

independent group members. This connection allows the participants to carve and control a 

localized sonic space, regardless of their physical location. It is in this space that All-Night 

Yahtzee can practice and perform collegiate a cappella. Given the relatively short amount of time 

ensembles have to accept new members, initiate and familiarize them with the group’s historical 

conventions, and negotiate a redefined style and group identity, finding prospective members 

that already align as closely as possible with the group’s habitus is necessary. Until this process 

is complete rehearsals remain devoted to continuing stylistic negotiation rather than cohesive 

practice.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

WHO SAYS THE WORLD ISN’T WATCHING?: NETWORKING, THE INTERNET, 

AND DIGITAL MEDIA 

 

“[E]verybody is so talented and capable, but they're engaged in a sort of battle to 

the death to pull this very niche-y subculture either toward half-joking and crowd-

pleasing or toward the desire to be taken seriously, and it's not clear at all who's 

winning.”  
 

-Linda Holmes 

 

 Collegiate a cappella is primarily a communal, social, and amateur music making 

practice, but it is also a type of performed music making. This identity, both intimate and 

presentational, is increasingly challenged by the advent of interconnected digital spaces and the 

lessening reliance on purely local audiences. Since its inception in the early 20th century, 

collegiate a cappella groups have gathered to perform popular musics. This process involves a 

significant amount of preparatory and rehearsal time, but the method through which collegiate a 

cappella is shared has traditionally been local performance. Duchan supports this, noting that, 

“Live performance… is the primary medium of collegiate a cappella” (2012, 105).  

 In contemporary practice this performance space has broadened; the advent of digital 

spaces of musical dissemination allow audiences to view recorded performances simultaneously 

within and removed from their local contexts. Although a cappella competitions have existed for 

nearly one hundred years,5 a thriving and popular competitive scene now reaches a wider popular 

music audience, and continuously negotiates both the conventions and purposes of performed 

                                                 
5 Duchan references James Keene’s A History of Music Education in the United States (1982) to locate the earliest 

organized competitions for high school choral ensembles in 1914, and notes the prominence of a cappella choirs at 

the 1928 meeting of the Music Supervisors National Conference.  
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collegiate a cappella. The prevalence of professional recordings of collegiate a cappella 

ensembles and arrangements, some acoustically performed and some heavily digitally 

manipulated in post-production, challenges even the inherently localized nature of “live” 

performance. 

This chapter will explore the digital spaces that connect and contribute to the practice of 

collegiate a cappella. I will begin with a short overview of the importance of digital technology 

to the development of the contemporary collegiate a cappella scene. I view this growth as an 

expression of the increasingly interconnected nature of modern society, and situate contemporary 

collegiate a cappella within Manuel Castell’s network society model. I will then present three 

digital spaces that continue to contribute to collegiate a cappella practice and performance, which 

I term sites of dissemination, sites of community formation, and sites of curation and critique. As 

part of this discussion, I will situate All-Night Yahtzee in a digital perspective and discuss the 

impact of these sites on their practice of collegiate a cappella.  

 

Deke Sharon and the A Cappella Explosion 

 

For the majority of the twentieth-century collegiate a cappella remained disparate, and 

ensembles rarely performed outside their Universities and surrounding communities. This 

paradigm shifted in the 1990s, during the period Duchan identifies as “the a cappella explosion” 

(2012, 45). He marks the number of active collegiate a cappella groups in 1980 at 110.6 By 1990, 

this number had more than doubled, totaling 225.7 The following ten years, from 1990-1999, saw 

                                                 
6 “Of those 110, 53 were men’s, 47 were women’s, and 10 were mixed groups” (Duchan 2012, 47). 
7 The gender breakdown he provides (88 all-male, 83 all-female, and 54 mixed) points to a relatively even increase 

in the number of ensembles formed in each configuration. However, this accounts for more than a 500% increase in 
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the founding of 318 new groups. Duchan notes that, “More groups were founded in the period 

1990-99 than in the prior eighty-one years” (ibid., 47).8 He attributes this rapid growth to a 

gradual integration of a cappella singing into American higher education, but also highlights the 

impact of musical developments in the popular sphere. Specifically, he points to “The Manhattan 

Transfer’s Mecca for Moderns (1981), Billy Joel’s ‘The Longest Time’ (1983), Bobby 

McFerrin’s ‘Don’t Worry, Be Happy’ (1988), and Boyz II Men’s ‘It’s So Hard to Say Goodbye 

to Yesterday’ (1991)” as demonstrative of “the potential for vocal pop music” (ibid., 47).  

The increasing use of close vocal harmonies in contemporary popular music also inspired 

innovative new collegiate a cappella arrangements. In 1991 the Tufts University Beelzebubs 

released Foster Street, an album of popular covers that featured a dynamic new sound rooted in 

instrumental imitation rather than conventional close harmony. After hearing a compilation tape 

of similar collegiate a cappella performances of the Yaz song “Only You,” the ensemble’s music 

director Deke Sharon realigned the group’s sound to closely mirror the complexities of 

contemporary popular music. He captured the powerful rhythmic elements of chosen songs by 

arranging for extended vocal techniques, including some of the first integrated vocal percussion 

parts. Sharon explains that before 1988, vocal percussion was used “as a splash of color rather 

than an integral part of the arrangement” (Duchan 2012, 56). At the same time, he expanded the 

traditional harmonic palate of collegiate a cappella arrangements beyond the four-part diatonic 

harmonies of earlier vocal styles and introduced the concept of a collegiate a cappella performer 

as an instrumental mimic. Rather than simply replicating the melodic and harmonic structures of 

                                                 
the number of active mixed-gender ensembles, as compared to 166% and 176% increases for all-male and all-female 

ensembles respectively.  
8 The new ensembles founded in this period followed a similar trend with regards to gender configuration, with 90 

all-male, 60 all-female, and 168 co-ed ensembles formed.  
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covered songs, performers attempted to imitate discernable instrumental timbral elements as 

well, such as the “twang” of electric guitars or the “ring” of synthesizers.  

During this period, Sharon also spearheaded a movement to organize collegiate a 

cappella ensembles into a cohesive scene that would transcend their individual universities. In 

1990 he founded the College A Cappella Newsletter (CAN),9 which he published from his dorm 

room. This served as the first official communicative forum for a cappella participants. He would 

go on to found the Contemporary A Cappella Society of America (CASA) in 1991 and the 

Contemporary A Cappella Recording Awards (CARA) in 1992. With CASA, Sharon intended to 

create the first professional organization of collegiate a cappella participants and creator. The 

CARAs, originally offered in collegiate, semi-pro, unsigned pro, and pro categories, mimicked 

popular academy awards with a mission “to reward artists that create outstanding work and to 

promote innovation, creativity, and continued growth of the a cappella modality” (CASA 2017).  

Duchan notes the obscure and sarcastic nature of the early years of both the society and awards 

by quoting the CAN announcement for the first CARAs:  

 

Ladies and gentlemen, we’re pleased to present to you the recipients of the first 
CARAs. One day, we hope to be a nationally televised event, complete with Billy 

Crystal, excruciatingly poor choreographed nightmares, and little statues of gold 

people with a pitch pipe for a head. For now, we’ll have to settle for our dreams, 
and this lovely sixteen page newsletter, complete with satiristic [sic] comedy. 

(Contemporary A Cappella Newsletter 1992, 1) 

 

 This announcement foreshadowed the struggle for collegiate a cappella legitimacy that 

would emerge in the following two decades. The desire to support innovation demonstrated by 

the creation of the CARAs typified the burgeoning national collegiate a cappella scene. This shift 

                                                 
9 The name was changed to the Contemporary A Cappella Newsletter when the third issue was released as 

professional groups, of which there were few, also began contributing to the newsletter.  
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toward both popular and professional recognition of the genre clashed with its amateur and local 

roots. The ensuing negotiation – between the “half-joking and crowd pleasing” and the “desire to 

be taken seriously” – is directly dependent on the digital networks of contemporary collegiate a 

cappella, and remains unresolved (Holmes 2013).  

 

Collegiate A Cappella Networks 

 

Sociologist Manuel Castells theorizes modernity in terms of a “network society,” in 

which the basic societal unit is no longer the individual, but rather the network in which he or 

she is embedded. These networks exist in political, economic, social, and cultural spheres and 

enable the generation and maintenance of individual identity through collective action. 

Networks, he argues, are not new, and have always provided a method of social organization 

with distinct advantages and disadvantages. “On the one hand,” he notes, “they are the most 

adaptable and flexible organizational forms, so following very efficiently the evolutionary path 

of human social arrangements” (Castells 2005, 4). However, this flexibility is limited by the 

inability to “master and coordinate the resources needed to accomplish a given task or fulfill a 

project beyond a certain size and complexity of the organization required to perform the task” 

(ibid., 4). This has historically limited network relations to the domain of the “private life,” as 

opposed to publicly impactful “vertical organizations, such as states, churches, armies, and 

corporations that could marshal vast pools of resources around the purpose defined by a central 

authority” (ibid., 4).  

This imbalance of resource allocation shifted, in his conception, with the advent of digital 

communication technologies, and specifically with the creation and proliferation of the internet. 
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Castells likens contemporary digital communication networks to the electrical power networks 

on which the industrial society was built and identifies the resultant network society as 

simultaneously global and selectively discrete. While society in its broadest sense is made up of 

large and interconnected worldwide networks, local networks contribute to its everyday 

functioning. These local networks are influenced by many of the same forces or “programs” that 

act on global networks, but enjoy a level of insulation due to their small size and limited spaces. 

He argues this not within the historical model of human social evolution, but instead as a drastic 

redefinition of the societal landscape; “So, the issue is not how to reach the network society as a 

self-proclaimed superior stage of human development. The issue is to recognize the contours of 

our new historical terrain, meaning the world we live in” (ibid, 5), which Castells maps as the 

“network society:”  

 

 The network society, in the simplest terms, is a social structure based on 

networks operated by information and communication technologies based in 

microelectronics and digital computer networks that generate, process, and 

distribute information on the basis of the knowledge accumulated in the nodes of 

the networks. A network is a formal structure (see Monge and Contractor, 2004). 

It is a system of interconnected nodes. Nodes are, formally speaking, the points 

where the curve intersects itself. Networks are open structures that evolve by 

adding or removing nodes according to the changing requirements of the 

programs that assign performance goals to the networks. Naturally, these 

programs are decided socially from outside the network. But once they are 

inscripted in the logic of the network, the network will follow efficiently these 

instructions, adding, deleting, and reconfigurating, until a new program replaces 

or modifies the codes that command its operational system. (ibid., 7) 

 

I propose similar structures in the development and current practice of collegiate a 

cappella. Despite the healthy dose of skepticism represented in the April 1992 issue of the CAN 

as to the future of collegiate a cappella in broader popular mediaculture, the CAN, CASA, and 

CARAs spearheaded the process of connecting national networks of collegiate a cappella 
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performers and ensembles within Castells’s network society model. Though Sharon’s brainchild 

began as a printed newsletter produced from a dorm room, the connections it inspired took root 

in the burgeoning World Wide Web, carving out digital spaces of networked closeness that 

allowed for the coordination of more resources than any individual group could access. 

Ensembles became nodes in an ever-changing network, each being inscripted into the 

performative landscape of the collegiate a cappella genre, simultaneously influencing and 

influenced by it. Accepting information from programs – aesthetic trends and musical influences 

– ensembles generated and accumulated knowledge in the form of performances, recordings, and 

stylistic transformations. These were then shared across newly formed information channels 

thanks to the connective power of the Internet.   

 

Collegiate A Cappella and the Early Internet 

 

 In discussing the importance of the Internet to a cappella growth in this period, Duchan 

quotes recording engineer and a cappella specialist Bill Hare as saying, 

 

While people like Deke [Sharon], Don [Gooding], and myself were doing 

pioneering things independently of each other, I cannot stress enough the role that 

the invention and use of the Internet had during this time, several years after our 

independent groundwork. If it weren’t for this new form of instant information 
gathering, most groups would have remained islands unto themselves – I know 

the Stanford groups for the most part didn’t know there were any other groups out 
there before this time. In a way, Deke invented the original intergroup net by 

trying to put together a database of the other groups out there, using telephone and 

written correspondence – I was really impressed when I got a letter from this kid 

Deke Sharon in Boston who had heard my work with the Mendicants from all the 

way over in California. (Duchan 2012, 61) 

 The role of the internet in shaping the genre’s contemporary identity cannot be 

overstated. Digital spaces serve as sites of musical dissemination and discussion and 
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provide for the further development and expansion of previously localized communities 

of practice and performance. I divide this communicative space into three interwoven 

spaces: sites of dissemination, through which a cappella recordings are shared and 

accessed without commentary; sites of community formation, through which lay 

individuals and genre participants interact in discussions of collegiate a cappella practice 

and performance; and sites of curation and critique, through which audio and video 

recordings are shared with additional commentary by industry insiders. Each of these 

sites exist as both micro-networks and nodes within an understanding of the overarching 

collegiate a cappella network. The internet generates, catalogues, and maintains these 

sites.  

 As Hare notes, this process began in the early 1990s. Duchan points to the Usenet 

bulletin board rec.music.a-cappella as one of the earliest of these sites. It was a space for 

a cappella enthusiasts to share “messages containing questions, tips, and discussions of 

recordings and performances” (2012, 61). Given the relative infrequency at the time of 

collegiate a cappella performance outside of localized university spaces, the Usenet board 

served as a general site, contributing to both dissemination and curation of a cappella 

music while providing a gathering site for the burgeoning a cappella community. In 1993, 

the first archive of collegiate a cappella music was created, the Recorded A Cappella 

Review Board (RARB). The website hosted many recordings and allowed commentary 

by participants and fans alike. Again, elements of all three identified digital spaces 

converge in the RARB. It allowed access to recorded music, permitted commentary by an 

open community of individuals, and began the process of generating a codex of well-

regarded a cappella renditions and arrangements, effectively establishing a canon of sorts. 
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Duchan notes that “where the efforts of Sharon and the Beelzebubs expanded the group’s 

network beyond its own campus and locale, the RARB and CASA translates to the same 

effort globally.”  

 

Sites of Dissemination: YouTube and the Phenomenon of Virality  

 

 The genre’s continuing development saw a divergence in the primary roles of its 

associated digital spaces. Early digital spaces allowed only for global connection through 

shared audio. This was an important step toward the establishment of a collegiate a 

cappella scene. However, the increasing popularity of the genre hinged not only on vocal 

performance but also physical showmanship. I mark the establishment of video-sharing 

site YouTube in 2005 as a pivotal development for contemporary collegiate a cappella 

practices. The availability of a dedicated digital space for audio-video sharing provided 

the first easily accessible method for groups to share their localized practices with the 

now-established global community. Shared videos of both rehearsals and performances 

allowed viewers to observe collegiate a cappella ensembles with whom they had no 

personal relationship in the ensembles’ familiar spaces, generally at the universities to 

which they were connected. At the same time, ensembles now had access to both free 

advertising and a broader base of potential support.  

 Enhancing these opportunities is the “viral” video phenomenon. G.R. Boynton, a 

scholar of multimedia politics and communication, unpacks the process of “going viral” 

(2009, 1) in three ways. First, a “viral” video is one that is viewed “many” times. He 
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notes the vagueness of this term, but marks 100,000 views as an acceptable benchmark.10 

Second, the use of “viral” recalls an epidemiological understanding in which infection is 

spread through individual contact and does not require contact with the original source. 

Dissemination via video mimics this distance by allowing an observer to view a space 

without being physically present in it. His third characteristic of “virality” highlights the 

shape of a “viral video’s” viewing curve, which deviates only slightly from the Sigmoid 

curve which models traditional epidemic infection rates. His research shows a more 

immediate rise in popularity following the emergence of a “viral” video as opposed to 

disease infection patterns. The slight variance is shown in the figures below, but is 

otherwise beyond the scope of this discussion.  

 

 

 

          

 

 

    

 

The first “viral” collegiate a cappella video was a comic rendition of “The Twelve 

Days of Christmas” performed by Indiana University’s Straight No Chaser. It featured a 

mix of holiday tunes integrated into a performance of The Twelve Days of Christmas for 

                                                 
10 This number was determined based on viewer averages in 2009. Given the drastically larger user-base for 

YouTube in 2017, a higher number would be fitting. However, this estimation is included as a referent for 

discussions of videos posted between 2006 and 2010.  

Figure 3.1 – Sigmoid curve Figure 3.2 – “Viral” video curve 
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comedic effect, culminating in a cover of Toto’s “Africa” using the transposed carol 

lyrics. Though the performance was recorded at a concert in 1998, the video was not 

posted until April of 2006 to moderate early success. By February 22nd, 2007, the video 

had been viewed 92,745 times, nearing the benchmark set by Boynton as a marker of 

popularity. However, the performance “went viral” as the Christmas holiday neared, and 

by December 24th had been viewed over 5,000,000 times. The arrangement does not 

sound particularly modern and lacks any semblance of the integrated vocal percussion 

Sharon promoted with the Beelzebubs. However, the video’s comedic take on a classic 

song, combined with the epidemic nature of digital dissemination via social networks, 

spurred its popularity.  

Upon viewing the video, CEO of Atlantic Records, Craig Kallman, offered the 

group a recording contract. This prompted the members of the 1998 Straight No Chaser 

ensemble, many of whom had now left Indiana University, to reunite as a professional 

group. Journalist Mickey Rapkin, who would later write Pitch Perfect: The Quest for 

Collegiate A Cappella Glory, discussed the group’s contract in the New York Times. He 

noted the influence of their “viral” video on their success, but hinted of the same 

skepticism evident in the 1992 CAN announcement remain. “Major labels have flirted 

with a cappella groups before,” he said, noting that, “mainstream attitudes toward the 

genre are not kind” (Rapkin 2008). He pointed to the regular mocking of the genre on 

television and in film, specifically NBC’s “The Office” and Columbia Pictures’s “Step 

Brothers,” as a barometer for popular opinion. Even so, the group’s first album, Holiday 

Spirits, charted at number 36 on the Billboard 200 album chart, propelling them to both 

popular and critical success.  
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The impact of YouTube and similar digital spaces11 on contemporary collegiate a 

cappella is broader than a single ensemble’s success. They are freely accessible digital 

archives that allow groups to view and share collegiate a cappella recordings more easily 

than ever before. Furthermore, by contributing their practices and viewing the work of 

other ensembles, groups can engage directly with the established global network of 

collegiate a cappella participants and fans. 

 

Sites of Community Formation: Trolls, Bridges, and Social Media Comments 

 

 When observing digital sites of dissemination, it is difficult to escape analyzing 

associated spaces of commentary. These sites are typically related to social media 

platforms, such as Facebook fan pages or chains of Tweets on Twitter. However, as my 

previous discussion highlighted the video-sharing site YouTube, I will focus on 

YouTube’s attached comment sections as sites of community formation and engagement.  

I view disseminated YouTube content and the accompanying commentary as 

connected but discrete spaces. The two are often visually close together, typically 

displayed on the same webpage, and there is a reasonable expectation that the submitted 

and displayed commentary relates to the shared video. However, the ability of content 

creators to influence aspects of user response and the ability to embed video content into 

other digital spaces without the accompanying commentary leads me to view these as 

distinct sites.  

                                                 
11 Though YouTube is the most widely used site of dissemination, other digital spaces provide similar services. 

Among these are sites that share audio only, such as Spotify, Bandcamp, Last.fm, Blip.fm, Soundcloud, Pandora 

Radio, and Reverbnation, and sites that disseminate both audio and video, such as Vimeo, Dailymotion, Vine, and 

Metacafe.  
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Content creators have control over the existence of comment sections for their 

videos. Uploaders can choose to allow or disallow commentary and further limit which 

comments, if any, are shown for public consumption. This choice negates an inviolably 

connected view of a video and its associated comment section. Second, even when 

uploaders allow commentary, videos can be (and often are) viewed without their 

associated comments. Upon first loading a video on YouTube with default settings across 

a normal variety of computer screen resolutions viewers are presented with the video, 

title, uploader, subscriber number, description, view count, rating, and a fillable box to 

leave a comment of their own. To engage with commentary provided by other viewers, 

one must make a choice to scroll down the page, at which point a viewer typically loses 

sight of the video being discussed. Additionally, when videos are shared via embedding 

on other websites or through integrated social media platforms, the commentary is 

inaccessible without first opening the video separately through the YouTube website.  

 Assuming a content creator allows for the submission of commentary at all, this 

visual separation of disseminated video and associated comments define two distinct 

definable spaces, despite their interconnected elements. YouTube commentary mechanics 

are similar to those employed by other social media platforms. Respondents must be 

signed in to a YouTube account to which the comment is linked, but there is no 

requirement that YouTube accounts display any personal information. Most do not, 

which provides a level of anonymity for commenters. Individuals may choose to respond 

to the video itself or to another commenter’s response. These replies are publicly visible 

and open to further response by the original respondent or any interested others. What 

emerges are spaces for response and reactions to presented material, discussions of 
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broader influences, and rarely commentary completely unrelated to the accompanied 

video.  

Digital spaces of response and critique are not new to collegiate a cappella. 

Duchan situates the public forum on the RARB in this vein, noting that “the RARB 

forum create[d] an active virtual space for ongoing conversations on all things a cappella, 

to which anyone can contribute” (Duchan 2012, 61). However, he also states that RARB 

reviews were often “featured prominently on an a cappella group’s website, suggesting 

that the reviewer’s praise… legitimizes the group’s musical efforts” (ibid., 61). This 

paradigm has shifted in contemporary collegiate a cappella practice. Spaces for 

commentary, rather than providing the “critical apparatus” of the RARB, have instead 

become spaces in which digital communities form, engage with, and respond to collegiate 

a cappella performance. As audiences engage with both shared performances and 

informal rehearsal videos, individuals respond to the presented sights and sounds and also 

to a group’s earlier work and the broader conventions that shape expectations about 

collegiate a cappella performance. These sites of community formation act as nodes 

within the networked framework of the collegiate a cappella genre. Just as collegiate a 

cappella performers gather knowledge through arranging and performing, sites of 

community formation collect and store knowledge about audience reactions to new 

performative trends. This aggregated data combines with data gathered from other system 

nodes to form the programs that act on the genre network, inspiring new stylistic 

conventions. 

Given the nature of these discrete digital spaces, individuals can contribute to 

numerous collegiate a cappella fan communities at the same time. Often their comments 
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serve to bridge the gap between an ensemble’s contemporary makeup and their earlier 

manifestations, or between two ensembles with similar sounds or arrangement choices 

that are physically separated. It is common to find comments from former group 

members, friends of former members, or individuals in secondary school who hope to 

one day join the ensemble or one like it.  

Ensembles contribute to the maintenance of these spaces for both personal and 

economic reasons; groups endeavor to market their music and their style in digital spaces. 

A series of developed online communities provides a strong base of support for 

advertising and fundraising efforts. Drawing upon communities of listeners and fans that 

extends globally further strengthens the genre’s entire network. Talented groups in 

underfunded or undersupported areas can build supportive digital communities through 

these sites. In return for video and audio access to their localized practice, ensembles can 

solicit funding for the production of albums, travel to competitions, and local or national 

tours.  

 

All-Night Yahtzee in Digital Perspective 

 

 To further unpack the relationship between sites of dissemination and sites of 

community formation, I will examine responses to a 2014 video of All-Night Yahtzee 

performing the Jessie J, Ariana Grande, and Nicki Minaj hit “Bang Bang.” It shows the 

group dressed in complementary maroon and white outfits performing a high-energy, 

driving arrangement of the song. It is a familiar arrangement for a current All-Night 

Yahtzee fan, as it appeared on their 2016 album Swimming After Dark. This video 
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presents the arrangement in its early stages, as the group prepared for the 2014 SoJam A 

Cappella Festival competition. The video was recorded in a non-traditional performance 

space, a conference room in the Florida State University College of Music that had been 

cleared of its table and chairs. The song was performed with choreography and ended 

with one group member stumbling and the entire ensemble bursting into laughter as “All-

Night Yahtzee: SoJam 2014” is displayed on the screen. The video description lists the 

song title, original performers, soloists, and recording date, as well as the group’s 

arranger, choreographer, and vocal percussion designer/performer. To date, it has been 

viewed 71,898 times.  

 Responses to the video in the accompanying comment section fall into three broad 

categories. Most prevalent are comments that directly address the aesthetic impact of the 

video and audio shown. While a few commenters address specific elements of the 

arrangement or choreography, most are more general accolades. Notable examples 

include, “I LOVE this! Arrangement, choreography, tone, all of it is everything,” and, 

“Great video guys!  Damn you ladies have some strong voices.  And that rap?  cmon 

now!!” Some comments are less direct but present an inferable positive meaning, such as 

the top comment, which simply reads, “Uh, jesus.”  

 Second, many comments situate All-Night Yahtzee within their local community 

through direct invocations of member names and statements directed at specific 

performers. “SO freaking good. UGH Dani. Killin it Always,” or “My girl Karly be 

killing it, so proud <3,” are statements that engender a sense of closeness to group 

members. One individual thanks the group for visiting a local high school and performing 
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for her chorus class. These comments tie the individuals in the video to not only their 

University space, but also to their closest cultural and social networks.  

 The third category of commentary serves the opposite purpose. Comments that 

reference either dramatized portrayals of collegiate a cappella or other popular collegiate 

a cappella groups tie All-Night Yahtzee’s performance into the global network of 

collegiate a cappella practice. Statements like “I am watching Sing It On and can I just 

say that I am absolutely OBSESSED with All-Night Yahtzee!!” reaffirm All-Night 

Yahtzee’s legitimacy on a national scale.  

 Not all comments can be easily classified into one of these three categories. 

Comments like “Sick videos guys! Love that you already have choreo for it! BTW DANI 

HOLY BALLS! YOU NAILED IT!!!” offer strong reactions to the performance’s 

aesthetic experience while also localizing an ensemble member. Conversely, the 

comment “lead female (maroon socks) is hot” adds little of substance to the discussion, 

but affirms the commenter’s presence in the video’s associated community. 

 In short, sites of dissemination and sites of community formation function 

symbiotically. Ensembles digitally share the processes and results of their practice of 

collegiate a cappella, and are rewarded in turn with communities of fans that stretch 

beyond their physical locations. At the same time, audiences have unfettered access to a 

large number of collegiate a cappella recordings, and can cater their listening and 

response to the performances they find most aesthetically valuable. Aesthetic trends are 

demonstrated in view counts and ratings, and ensembles see and react to the most viewed 

conventions of contemporary collegiate a cappella practice. Perhaps Michael said it best 

in a March late evening rehearsal when he commented, “I don’t know how the 
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Nor’easters always manage to win. They just sing big block chords, but I guess that’s 

what the people and the judges want, so we’ll sing some too.”  

 

Sites of Curation and Critique 

  

 The third contribution digital spaces make to the legitimization of collegiate a 

cappella is rooted in musical critique. Bojan Bujić defines music critics as “mediators 

between the composer and performer” (Bujić 2017). Edward Cone describes them as 

“informed music-lovers writing for other music-lovers” (Cone 1981, 4). Patricia Herzog 

notes that the “aim of music criticism is the articulation of aesthetic value,” and that 

critics tell “us why music is meaningful” (Herzog 1995, 299). At the heart of each of 

these understandings is the belief that any valuable music is worthy of study and 

discussion by professionals, “informed” insiders able to enlighten listeners about deeper 

aesthetic meaning. 

 Conversely, genres without any sort of critical analytics struggle to garner popular 

legitimacy. This is the struggle highlighted by Sharon in the 1992 CAN, Rapkin in his 

2008 article, and by NPR contributor Linda Holmes in the quote that opens this chapter. 

Collegiate a cappella’s struggle for legitimacy hinges in part on its amateur-ness. At the 

time of Sharon’s statement, the most experienced or “informed” individuals in the a 

cappella field were working musicians that had performed with a group while in college, 

but had since moved on to other musical careers. Professional a cappella that mimicked 

the collegiate tradition was nearly nonexistent, and a curator or critic of collegiate a 

cappella recordings was unnecessary.  
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 As with many of the paradigms discussed in this chapter, this changed in the years 

following the “a cappella explosion.” Successful collegiate a cappella performers, 

including Sharon himself, transitioned their experience into careers arranging, producing, 

and teaching or promoting the genre nationally and globally. For the first time the genre 

had access to talented and informed industry insiders, each of whom could support their 

expertise with experience and credentialing.  

 This spurred many changes in the collegiate a cappella scene. Companies were 

formed with the sole intent of working in, around, and for collegiate a cappella 

ensembles. The most recognizable of these is Varsity Vocals, which was founded in 1995 

by Don Gooding and assumed production of Deke Sharon’s International Championship 

of Collegiate A Cappella in 1999. They also produce a yearly compilation album entitled 

the Best of Collegiate A Cappella (BOCA). As the genre’s popularity continued to grow, 

collegiate a cappella left the realm of satire to become the central feature of numerous 

dramatized portrayals of the genre on both film and television. I will further discuss both 

the ICCA and these popular media depictions at length in Chapter Four.  

 Of importance to the discussion of collegiate a cappella’s digital spaces, though, 

are the interwoven sites of curation that appeared during this period. Individuals with 

relevant experience began discussing the genre in a critical, serious manner, and curating 

musics by style, influences, and perceived quality. Though several of these sites exist, I 

will highlight the development and contemporary manifestation of the Recorded A 

Cappella Review Board.  

 When the RARB was founded by Chris Tess in 1993, it served as a catch-all 

space, promoting recorded a cappella and offering both reviews and spaces for open 
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commentary. By 1999 the review process was more stringent and spaces for open 

commentary were gone. Reviews spanned entire albums rather than reviewers 

commenting on each song individually, and a standardized rating system was introduced. 

In a 1998 IRC chat, Chris Tess discussed his standards for accepting reviewers and 

distributing albums for review: 

 

<ChrisTess> Qualifications?  We look for people who are experience in a 

cappella music, and in music in general.  Writing and/or reviewing experience is a 

plus, as is being well-known in a cappella circles.   

<ChrisTess> I usually look at 3 or 4 things.   

<ChrisTess> First, do any of the reviewers have any connection with that group 

(or that group's school for non-pro groups). 

<ChrisTess> Second, what reviewers are out of town? 

<ChrisTess> Third, how many albums does each reviewer still have to review?  I 

try to spread the reviews out so that we can get the reviews out as quickly as 

possible. 

<ChrisTess> Each reviewer has 2 weeks to review each album, so if a reviewer 

has 5 albums to review and you give him another [sic], you know he won't review 

it until 12 weeks later. 

<ChrisTess> I also consider how many albums the reviewer COOULD get soon. 

<ChrisTess> I do try to make sure all the reviewers on a certain album aren't 

guys, though I'm not sure this makes much difference. 

<ChrisTess> If a group has sent in their album before, I also try to have the 

reviewers who reviewed their last album review their current one. (Recorded A 

Cappella Review Board IRC Chat, March 14th, 1998)12 

 

 He later reveals his intention for the RARB, stating, “But the quality for both can really 

vary greatly.  That's one of the reasons RARB exists--to bring to light some CDs that you should 

consider buying that you may not have even heard of.” 

 When the transition to purely review content began, Chris attempted to create for 

collegiate a cappella the same sort of review process one would find in a major newspaper, or for 

                                                 
12 Accessed via https://web.archive.org/web/19990429182411/http://www-personal.umich.edu/~navratil/casa/tess-

edited.log 
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an academic journal; “informed music-lovers writing for other music lovers” (Cone 1981, 4). 

Though Chris Tess has stepped away from managing the RARB, it continues in this effort. The 

site now has 28 active reviewers, up from 9 in 1998, each with biographies highlighting their 

relevant experience posted online. With the guidance of a full editorial team, the site maintains a 

collection of popular collegiate a cappella reviews that now numbers in the thousands. If the 

question of musical legitimacy is answerable by curation and critique, then for collegiate a 

cappella, the RARB is a good first step.   

 

Conclusion 

 

 The contemporary practice of collegiate a cappella is inexorably tied to digital 

media. The genre’s growth over the last thirty years and spike in popularity in the last ten 

are directly attributable to the establishment of a collegiate a cappella scene, which 

directly benefited from the development of the World Wide Web. In the present day, the 

digital spaces that both contest and legitimize collegiate a cappella encompass sites for 

freely sharing collegiate a cappella content, sites for its discussion and associated 

communities, and sites for those professionals who both curate and critique the genre’s 

growing catalogue. These spaces situate collegiate a cappella into a digitally 

interconnected global network, challenging and sustaining the genre as it continues to 

grow.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY (OR HOLLYWOOD?): NARRATIVES OF 

PERFORMANCE AND COMPETITION 

 

The previous chapters have contextualized All-Night Yahtzee within collegiate a 

cappella’s historical trajectory, their local practice, and in relation to their associated digital sites. 

The ensemble’s negotiated and performed musical style both allows them to craft private, 

intimate rehearsal spaces regardless of physical place and situates the group as a contributing 

node within a national network of collegiate a cappella practitioners. In this chapter I examine 

the ways All-Night Yahtzee render the intimacy of their style and their privately crafted musical 

experiences accessible to an observing public in performance. I extend this examination of 

intimate spaces to dramatized portrayals of collegiate a cappella and the ways they deviate from 

the “lived experience” of All-Night Yahtzee members. My understanding of these processes is 

grounded in Michel Foucault’s theories regarding the interplay of public utopian ideals and 

hidden heterotopian spaces. To do so, I present two contrasting case studies. The first is a series 

of vignettes in which All-Night Yahtzee members reflect on their 2016 ICCA experiences; the 

second is an analysis of selected scenes from the 2012 film, Pitch Perfect.  

 

Case Study: The International Championship of Collegiate A Cappella  

 

The International Championship of Collegiate A Cappella is, as the name implies, a 

nominally international competition. In actuality, the vast majority of competitors are drawn 

from schools in the United States, with an additional few from the United Kingdom. 
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Representation of groups from outside these areas is quite rare. Each fall interested ensembles 

submit a video recording of their group performing three or four songs; accepted ensembles are 

announced in November. Three rounds of competition – quarterfinals, semifinals, and finals – 

take place the following spring. These rounds follow the same format and allot groups twelve 

minutes of performance time to use as they choose. The clock begins with the first pitch blown 

on a pitch pipe or the first note sung. If the group chooses to include a choreographed entrance of 

some sort, their time begins when the first group member enters the stage.  

All styles of music are acceptable, though there is a provision that “repertoire and 

choreography must be appropriate for a family show.” Each competing ensemble must submit a 

set list before each round of the competition, though ensembles are welcome to change their 

chosen set in between rounds. In practice, most competing groups develop a set of three songs 

and do not change their song choices during the competition year. Arrangements receive small 

modification, but the set of songs remains the same. Ensembles typically divide their set into an 

opener that showcases their distinctive style, a ballad, and an upbeat or exciting closer. 

Oftentimes, the chosen songs follow a thematic arc, providing a memorable pseudo-theatric 

performance in addition to showcasing the ensemble’s musical acumen. This structure was 

evident at the 2016 ICCA finals with all ten groups presenting similar musical arcs.  Some 

ensembles take the idea of thematic unity a step further by portraying a specific narrative with 

their performance.  

The performances are judged by “vocal music professionals” certified by Varsity Vocals 

as adjudicators. These range from knowledgeable individuals with collegiate a cappella 

experience at the undergraduate level to highly credentialed professional musicians, music 

educators, and music industry insiders. Quarterfinal rounds feature three to five judges, with the 
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loosest standards for accepted adjudicators. Semifinal rounds each have five judges with 

increasingly strict credentialing, and the yearly ICCA finals feature five highly regarded 

adjudicators. For the 2016 ICCA finals, the chosen adjudicators were: Bill Hare, the most 

awarded contemporary a cappella producer and Grammy award recipient; Ed Boyer, a Grammy 

award-winning producer credited on seven major record labels and all major televised/filmic a 

cappella portrayals; Edward Chung, a member of the professional a cappella group Duwende; 

India Carney, a singer-songwriter and a cappella educator who experienced critical success on 

season eight of NBC’s The Voice; and Julia Hoffman, a past president of the Contemporary A 

Cappella Society of America (CASA) and director of the Contemporary A Cappella Recording 

Awards (CARA). 

Judges score each ensemble in sixteen categories that are divided into “vocal 

performance” and “visual performance” sections. Vocal performance is privileged over visual 

presentation, with a maximum of seventy-five points awarded for balance and blend, 

arrangement, rhythmic accuracy, interpretation, intonation, solo interpretation, tone quality, 

dynamics, and diction. Groups can amass up to fifty points for visual presentation, divided 

between visual cohesiveness, effectiveness of presentation, energy/stage presence, 

appropriateness of movement, creativity of movement, transitions/blocking, and professionalism. 

Additionally, each judge awards subjective rankings for overall performance, with thirty 

additional points awarded to the ensemble they feel deserves first place, twenty for second place, 

and ten for first place. Points are totaled following the competition and, if a full panel of five 

adjudicators is present, the highest and lowest score for each group is dropped. This sets a 

“perfect score” for a competing ensemble at four hundred sixty-five points – a perfect 125 and 

first place ranking from each counted adjudicator. In practice, scores above four hundred are 
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quite rare, and the top three ensembles in any given round typically range between three hundred 

and three hundred ninety points.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Progression through the competition is equally as complex. There are nine distinct 

regions, each of which is responsible for a yearly semifinal competition round. In the United 

States, these are divided into Northwest, Southwest, Midwest, Great Lakes, Central, Mid-

Atlantic, Northeast, and South districts. The ninth district includes the United Kingdom. 

Except the U.K., each region holds three to five quarterfinals in different locations around 

Figure 4.1 – Blank ICCA judging form. Courtesy of 

Varsity Vocals. 
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the region.13 Ensembles qualifying from outside the United States or the United Kingdom are 

placed into the geographically closest region. Six to ten groups are accepted to compete in 

each quarterfinal, which allows for anywhere between 144 and 400 ensembles to compete 

yearly. Groups that place first or second in a quarterfinal receive invitations to compete in 

their regional semifinal. The highest scoring group at each regional semifinal advances to the 

national finals. Additionally, the second and third highest scoring groups from each semifinal 

are given the opportunity to create a video recording of their performance and submit it for 

wildcard consideration. The top scoring wildcard submission also receives an invitation to 

the national finals.  

The national finals occur yearly in New York City on a weekend in late April or early 

May. The International Championship of High School A Cappella (ICHSA), which Varsity 

Vocals also produces, follows a similar competition schedule and holds a final competition 

round on Friday night, with the ICCA finals held the following day. The 2016 ICCA finals 

took place at the Beacon Theatre on April 30th, 2016.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

ICCA semifinals were heartbreaking. 

 

After a dominating quarterfinal performance, months of intense preparation, and traveling 

from Tallahassee to Columbia, South Carolina, Yahtzee placed third. The lackluster performance 

was attributable to any number of factors. The group was tired, and the high school auditorium 

                                                 
13 Due to fielding fewer competing ensembles, the United Kingdom region only holds a semifinal.  
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was a new and unusual performance space. The sound system was managed poorly, and the live 

sound engineering was kind to some ensembles and less so to others. Yahtzee was one of the 

latter. Even so, when the results came down – Yahtzee 375. Gemini Blvd 376. Voicebox 390. – 

Everyone in the group was disappointed.  

 

By this point, I had observed the group for a few months and was emotionally invested in 

their ICCA bid. How could I have not been attached to their performances after watching the 

hours of rehearsal, the stress they endured, and the dedication that drove them? Even so, these 

were the moments I wanted to understand. The ones that fell somewhere between practice and 

performance, between the extracurricular amateur group and competitive performing ensemble.   

 

 I met them at the stage door, offering kind words in the face of tears. The group began to 

settle. They retrieved their score sheets and started going through comments from the judges. 

More than one mentioned sound engineering issues. The weight grew heavier – ICCA 

competitions have no review process in the case of technical errors. The judges’ decision was 

final. In their sadness, however, they found a note of hopefulness: third place. Third place meant 

a Wild Card attempt, at least. It was not a promise, and the members acknowledged it would be 

more difficult to advance than in a normal semifinal. Nonetheless, All-Night Yahtzee’s journey 

during the 2016 competition was not over.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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I caught up with Victoria on the way out of the building. Though she hadn’t said anything 

inside, she seemed visibly less enthusiastic about the prospects of a Wild Card bid than the 

others, and I wondered why. By the time I caught her, she was almost in tears again.  

“Hey Victoria, what’s up? I know tonight was rough, but…” 

 

“I don’t want to do it. They’re all going to want to, I know, but I’m just done. I’m done. It’s so 

much extra work, and there’s no time, and everyone will say they’ll help but it will all end up on 

me. I graduate in a month. We lost. I’m just done.”  

 

“I understand. Can you bring this up with the group? What happens now?” 

 

“We’ll just take a vote. We always just take a vote. And they’ll all want to do it. I know they 

will.”  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

All-Night Yahtzee’s Set 

 

 When creating sets for competitive performance ensembles often use “mash-ups,” 

overlaying or interweaving more than one complementary song to present a crafted narrative that 

showcases both their creativity and their musical acumen. However, these constructed “mash-

ups” still contribute to the traditional ICCA structure – a powerful and compelling opening song, 

a ballad, and a fast, exciting closing song. Though All-Night Yahtzee’s 2016 ICCA set included 
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covers or quotes of six musical works, their overall arc did not deviate from this three-part 

organization. They opened with a short quote of “Secrets,” by Tiesto and KSHMR, shrouding the 

stage with a blanket of hummed, non-syllabic sound (Figure 4.2). The soloist pierced through, 

asking an opening question, “Oh, won’t you stay for a while?” Angel’s vocal percussion was 

relaxed, shifting between the sound of rushing winds and a light rhythmic ticking noise.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The accompanying voices fashioned a dense harmonic backdrop, building to a transition into 

Shawn Mendes and Camila Cabello’s “I Know What You Did Last Summer.” Immediately the 

mood changed as Angel and Mika fell into a fast, syncopated bass and percussion groove. The 

group consciously divorced this song from the original interpretation’s slow acoustic feel by 

featuring an emotional duel between male and female soloists. Yahtzee’s high energy, dense 

harmonic style became an aggressive musical contest between jilted lovers, played here by 

Figure 4.2 – All-Night Yahtzee 2016 ICCA set opener, “Secrets.” Photo 
courtesy of All-Night Yahtzee’s Facebook page. 
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soloists Valeria and Mattox. The arrangement vacillated between frantic internal duets and 

powerful block chords. Members of the ensemble physically bounded the stage, dividing first 

into two groups behind the soloists in their contest before forming an arc that trapped the 

quarreling singers (Figure 4.3). By doing so, the group depicted the intimate and private space in 

which the lovers fought, divorced from the stage wings even while in plain view of the audience. 

The ensemble returned to their opening formation while the soloists stood alone, with each 

member facing the floor. Individual heads slowly rose to peek at the guarded dispute. The 

intensity grew, finally shattering into a cacophonous argument so forceful that it necessitated not 

one containing arc, but two. The ensemble collapsed in around the soloists, physically enclosing 

them as the pair’s contest concluded.  

 

Figure 4.3 – Valeria and Mattox showdown during “I Know What You Did Last 
Summer.” Photo courtesy of All-Night Yahtzee’s Facebook page. 
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Their second piece was a constructed ballad that further solidified this intimacy, pairing 

OneRepublic’s “Say (All I Need)” with JoJo’s “Say Love.” Again two soloists, Jordan and 

Karly, took hold of the narrative, pressing forward with an insistence born of doubt and need. 

Returning to the shrouded, ethereal sound that opened their set, the ensemble fell away from the 

soloists, passively facing away while lining the back of the stage (Figure 4.4).  

 

While Karly sang “all I need is the air I breathe and a place to rest my head,” the 

accompanying chordal structure simplified as another pair of performers, Mattox and Molly, 

silently portrayed intimacy and betrayal through dance. In contrast to the open longing of Karly’s 

“Say Love,” Jordan’s rendition of “Say” emerged once again from the ensemble’s opening 

formation (Figure 4.5).  

 

Figure 4.4 – “Because all I need is the air I breathe…” Photo courtesy of All-
Night Yahtzee’s Facebook page. 
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The ballad ended with a plea from the female soloist: “I want you to say love… Just 

say…” as sound faded into silence (Figure 4.6). The soloists dejectedly rejoined the ensemble as 

the final section began.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 – Jordan asks a question during “Say.” Photo courtesy 
of All-Night Yahtzee’s Facebook page. 

Figure 4.6 – Both of their questions remain unanswered as the song ends. 

Photo courtesy of All-Night Yahtzee’s Facebook page. 
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The third song began yet again in the ensemble’s opening formation. Furthermore, the 

group sonically referenced the opener by using similar chordal structures, non-syllabic vocables, 

and Angel’s vocally-produced “wind.” However, the group quickly abandoned the intimacy of 

the first two songs to perform a driving, highly theatrical rendition of Nick Jonas’s “Levels.” 

Contestation gave way to flaunted sensuality portrayed through overtly sexualized choreography 

(Figure 4.7). The ensemble incorporated a quote from Destiny’s Child’s “Bootylicious,” marking 

a clear end of their emotional transition from guarded closeness to open brashness. The 

performance was full of bravado and braggadocio, with Katie and Valeria’s commanding and 

insistent leadership driving the ensemble to an explosive conclusion. 

 

  

 

 

Though Michael maintains that he did not arrange All-Night Yahtzee’s 2016 ICCA 

with the intention of portraying a specific narrative, one nonetheless emerged. A crafted air 

of intimate secrecy and deception, two individuals in some variety of close relationship 

Figure 4.7 – Katie leads a dramatic rendition of “Levels.” Photo courtesy of 
All-Night Yahtzee’s Facebook page. 
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respectively committing and discovering a transgression, the resultant highly emotional 

quarrel that results, the intensely vulnerable ballad in which the two attempt to reconcile both 

their desires and their needs and ultimately fail to do so, and the reemergence of an 

individual character into an unconstrained emotional space. The group’s musical and 

choreographically choices present a journey from their private, intimate space to one that is 

secure enough for presentation.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Later that evening, I joined the whole group for dinner at a local restaurant. Some of them 

were hungry, some were looking to drown their sorrow, and some of them, I think, wanted to 

avoid thinking about the competition altogether. They all wanted to sit, eat, drink, and be 

together without thinking about the Wild Card bid or about singing at all. The bid would be 

discussed back home in Tallahassee. Gone was the brash and open presentational space in which 

their set concludes. For tonight, they were a simple group of friends, protected by a cloak of 

anonymity.  

 

Or at least, they thought they were.  

 

“HEY! I know you guys! You’re…. Yahtzee something… All-Night Yahtzee?” said one 

of the waiters from across the nearly-empty restaurant. “I saw you guys on The Sing-Off! I loved 

you guys! Are you all here!? Where’s Michael? Is he going to be here? He was always so 

funny!” 
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It’s difficult to adequately describe the reactions around the table. No word adequately 

conveys their offering half-hearted grins while simultaneously slinking lower into seats. One 

member explained that Michael was in the next car, and would be in soon.  

 

“He’s going to love this,” groused Kelly. “That show…”  

 

Maybe it wasn’t quite so easy to put away the group’s identity, even for a night.  

 

…………………….……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

As Victoria surmised, the group voted to submit a Wild Card video. The process also 

reflected the stress she anticipated as the group had only three days to reserve a venue, locate 

appropriate recording equipment, and schedule a time everyone was available to record.  

 

 They secured a local venue willing to rent their space for the ensemble’s Wild Card 

recording, but the only available time was Tuesday night at 11:00 P.M. So, after an exhausting 

day of phone calls, meetings, and classwork, All-Night Yahtzee gathered in a dark parking lot 

outside the venue. They entered and found the owner only to realize that the “stage” he 

mentioned was perhaps ten feet by five feet, and the owner wasn’t comfortable with them 

moving the drum kit.  

 

 They rushed to clear tables, tape sight lines, and connect microphones. By the time they 

were happy with the setup, it was nearly midnight. They recorded the set three times. The group 
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was unhappy with the first take. People were tired, and it showed. Choreography was sluggish, 

notes were underpitch, and they couldn’t seem to make this space their own. The second take 

was better. Things were starting to mesh as the ensemble felt more comfortable in the unfamiliar 

venue. Still, they felt the recording was not demonstrative of their optimal performance. They 

took a few moments before the final take to gather and just sing, beginning the set without the 

choreography. As half the group faced away from the camera, the ensemble connected through 

communal singing and shared sonic space. Feeling more confident, they recorded their third and 

final take.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Negotiated Stages 

 

 The phenomenon discussed in Chapter Two of All-Night Yahtzee using 

communal singing to shape and control a private and familiar rehearsal space was quite a 

common sight during my observations of the group. In Chapter Two I explored the ways 

All-Night Yahtzee uses communal singing to shape and control private rehearsal spaces. 

These practices helped members connect with one another and develop a musical style 

that transcended physical location. It was a process that transformed the group from 

fifteen individuals into a single performing entity. However, throughout this process, I 

never witnessed All-Night Yahtzee craft and enter their controlled sonic space in public. 

Its intimacy required at least some level of privacy, a shared communicative 

realm that could easily be disrupted by outsiders, as evidenced by the difficulty they had 
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in rehearsing in dormitory lobbies or outside patios versus private rooms. Returning to 

the earlier example from the morning of ICCA finals, I noted that although All-Night 

Yahtzee sat and sang together during the opening number rehearsal, they did not seem to 

find this familiar space. Perhaps the process was disrupted by the number of other 

individuals in the room, or perhaps it was precluded by the need to sing an arrangement 

given to them by an outsider with no knowledge of or regard for their ensemble style. 

Either way, the group needed both a private space and their own arrangements to 

rediscover their style-infused rehearsal space.  

 However, concluding that some level of privacy is required for All-Night Yahtzee 

to truly practice collegiate a cappella is problematic when considering public events, and 

especially competitive performances. While a few of their local campus performances 

draw small enough crowds to be considered semi-private, certainly none of the ICCA 

competition rounds provided the seclusion necessary for this spatial control. Despite this, 

I observed All-Night Yahtzee performing on stages and in competitions with the same 

connected musical style I associated with their rehearsal spaces.  

 During one of the weeks leading up to semifinals, Michael was leading the group 

in a post-rehearsal discussion of the ICCA set. He said, “Sometimes everyone gets so tied 

up in competing with each other that you forget we’re supposed to be competing with 

ourselves. Be better than we are.” He followed the statement with, “In trying to impress, 

we lose the sense that this is really for us.” When an individual disconnects from the 

ensemble, it disrupts All-Night Yahtzee’s collectively controlled rehearsal and 

performance spaces. Members who seek to compete, either with each other or external 

forces, disrupt their own engagement with All-Night Yahtzee’s habitus and style and 
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skew the space for others. In warning members to beware competitive impulses and the 

outwardly-facing desire to impress, Michael cautioned against disrupting the ensemble’s 

sonic space. 

 Still, I did not understand how Yahtzee managed to constrain and control space 

during heavily attended competitions. In the weeks leading up to the semifinals, I spoke 

to some of the members about how they experience competitions. Though each 

contributed a variety of observations, there were two common themes. The first was the 

habitual closeness of their choreography, and specifically the continual return to their 

opening formation.14 By beginning the set in a tight formation, they achieved physical 

closeness even in the absence of privacy. Opening the set in near darkness aided their 

sense of nearness. Second, each member spoke about the stage itself. They commented 

on stage setting, stage pictures, movement on stage, and the height of the stage in relation 

to the crowd. The stage bounded them, providing a controllable space, if not a private 

one.  

 Taking these elements into consideration, All-Night Yahtzee’s process of carving 

and controlling a sonic space of habitus or style in a competitive setting is even more 

complex than generating one for rehearsal. It begins with physical closeness and 

choreography engrained enough to recall the rehearsal space in which it was designed. 

Slowly, they use the permeable stage boundary as a foundation on which to construct a 

familiar and private but fully viewable space. Successful completion of this process 

requires an awareness of not only the contributing individuals in the group, but also the 

space and style the ensemble aims to recall. The process is dependent on individual 

                                                 
14 See Figures 4.2, 4.5, 4.6 
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commitments to perform within the ensemble’s spectrum of stylistic choices. It requires 

what Michael at one point referred to as “the individuality of the collective,” a conscious 

choice to limit one’s own musical predilections in pursuit of a connected ensemble.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Two weeks later, on April 19th, the tension in the rehearsal room was palpable. Rehearsal 

ran from eight to ten p.m., but the Wild Card results went up at nine. They agreed not to check 

the results until after rehearsal.  

 

 The group had decided to wait until ten to check the results, but that didn’t stop the rest 

of the a cappella world. Text messages and phone calls started coming in droves. Every phone in 

the room was buzzing or ringing as results came down. Yahtzee won the Wild Card bid by a full 

thirty points. The room exploded into raucous cheers, laughter, and joyful tears. They won a slot 

in the finals.  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  

 The night of the finals concert, All-Night Yahtzee choked. They didn’t sound bad, but 

things just never clicked. They never found the chill-inducing visceral sound that had, earlier in 

the day, driven Varsity Vocals executive director Amanda Newman to look at me during their 

sound-check and shout, “Do you want a quote!? THAT SET IS BANANAS!” They knew it as 

soon as they walked off the stage. Victoria texted me from the wings:  
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“Well, shit.”  

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 I include this final scene to note that even with countless hours of rehearsal time and 

individual commitment from group members, this process can fail. It is impossible to pinpoint 

the exact reason why – in discussions afterward the group members mentioned everything from 

illness to distraction from the floating boom-cameras in the theatre to the size of the audience. 

They were unable to carve out and control a sonic space unique to All-Night Yahtzee, a space in 

which they could engage with and perform their distinctive style of collegiate a cappella. The 

result, then, was a performance by fifteen disconnected individuals singing together on a stage. It 

was polished and well-rehearsed, but it did not achieve the kind of open vulnerability and 

cohesion that is a hallmark of the group.  

 

Case Study: Pitch Perfect 

 

Straight No Chaser’s album deal in 2008 sparked the interest of several powerful popular 

media organizations. The following year heralded in FOX’s hit television show Glee. Glee’s 

success was a proof of concept for a cappella-centric material, and it was quickly followed by 

television shows The Sing-Off, Pitch Slapped, and Sing It On. In the film world, Mickey 

Rapkin’s book Pitch Perfect: The Quest for Collegiate A Cappella Glory provided the 

inspiration for a 2012 film of the same name. The film was so successful that it spawned an 

ongoing franchise, with Pitch Perfect 3 planned for release in late 2017.  
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 Rapkin’s 2008 book chronicled the year’s International Championship of Collegiate A 

Cappella competition. The first Pitch Perfect film presents a dramatized account of his story. As 

such, the film provides a comparable plotline to All-Night Yahtzee’s lived experience. I will 

examine six scenes from Pitch Perfect and highlight the film’s focus on individuality and 

personal competitive ability. These elements starkly contrast the observable stylistic practices 

All-Night Yahtzee displayed in their ICCA preparation and competition. Comparing their 

experience with Pitch Perfect’s dramatized portrayal will emphasize the film’s misrepresentation 

of how ensembles connect and engage with their distinctive style in contemporary collegiate a 

cappella.  

The film is set at the fictional Barden University, home to two ICCA championship-

caliber collegiate a cappella ensembles. The Barden Bellas, an all-female ensemble, are defeated 

in the finals of a national collegiate a cappella competition. The film resumes the following year 

as the group auditions new members. They begin rehearsals shortly after for the same national 

competition. After a lackluster quarterfinal performance of the Bella's set from the previous year, 

freshman and new member Beca Mitchell begins innovating. During the semifinals performance, 

again of the same set, Beca improvises a mash-up on stage by including an unrehearsed solo 

quotation of another song during the performance. Though this reinvigorates the crowd, the 

Bellas place third in the semifinal round. The ensemble is eliminated from the year's competition 

and Beca quits the group, only to return when the second-place semifinal ensemble is 

disqualified and the Bellas are invited to take the finals slot. As the group prepares for the finals, 

they agree to adopt Beca's more modern approach to collegiate a cappella arrangement. A 

whirlwind of improvisatory creation follows, concluding in a finals-winning performance of an 

arrangement Beca creates. 
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Style and Scene 

 

The film opens with the Barden Bellas performing at the ICCA championship finals. 

Their arrangement of Ace of Base’s “I Saw the Sign” recalls an earlier era of collegiate a 

cappella performance, with close, simple harmonies and no vocal percussion. The group wears 

matching navy skirt suits and cravats, recalling images of 1950s flight attendants. The sound is 

choral and tight, with no individually discernable voices. In short, the producers of the film are 

offering a vision of what collegiate a cappella was. The announcers foreshadow a shift to a new 

collegiate a cappella paradigm, noting that the Bellas’ opening performance is “a left turn into 

snoozeville.”  

The first rehearsal scene with the next year’s ensemble begins the process of challenging 

this “old” collegiate a cappella sound. First, each character’s physical appearance is highlighted 

by presenting a montage of moments from the rehearsal. The characters’ comic physical 

attributes immediately single them out visually as individuals, rather than ensemble members: 

Beca by her general contempt, Fat Amy by her weight and lack of enthusiasm for exercise, Lilly 

by her extremely quiet speaking and singing voice, Stacie by her overtly sexualized movement, 

and so on. Aubrey, the group leader, immediately makes clear the group’s primary by opening 

the rehearsal with the word “champions.” The group then undertakes an archetypal training 

montage, complete with driving rhythmic background music. The ensemble rehearses music and 

choreography, but also a series of physical exercises aimed at further enhancing their visual 

appeal, such as running stairs in a gym. Scenes that depict ensemble members singing alone 

return to earlier presented tropes to solidify their individual visual identities. Beca looks derisive 

while performing a vocal exercise that involves repeating the word “wow,” Fat Amy plays air 
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guitar and Lilly physically portrays singing though no sound is heard. Throughout this process, 

the only communal activity shown is chorography rehearsal. Any sort of communal singing must 

wait until we, the audience, have a firm understanding of the individual personalities that make 

up the group. 

The montage is ultimately unsuccessful. In attempting to craft an ensemble through the 

entrainment of traditional techniques (“how we’ve always done it”), the Barden Bellas instead 

solidify their individual identities. These identity-crafting moments are often funny, continually 

referencing specific comic elements of each individual’s character to advance their 

developmental narratives.  

The ensemble’s first competitive performance presents a much more communal 

performance model. During the regional competition, the equivalent of the ICCA quarterfinals, 

the group performs the same set that opened the film. It features the same tight, percussion-less 

choral harmonies, matching skirt suits, and perfectly synced choreography. However, even this 

bastion of “boring” communal performance is not safe from individual expression that falls 

outside the ensemble’s traditional style. Individuals struggle with choreography, and the 

performance ends with Fat Amy dancing center stage while removing her blazer, highlighting 

herself as a disconnected individual within the ensemble’s communal space.   

 Later in the film, the ensemble does craft and control a private sonic rehearsal space, but 

only as a result of Beca’s rebellion against the group’s “traditional” values. The group strides 

purposefully into an empty swimming pool (somewhere, it is implied, on the Barden College 

Campus) at night. Beca asks Aubrey, the architect of the montage training failure, to pick a song. 

Using her choice, Bruno Mars’s “Just the Way You Are,” as a foundation, the ensemble 

improvises an arrangement. Not to be outdone, Beca again seizes her position of leadership by 
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overlaying a second song, Nelly’s “Just a Dream,” which happens to fit the “improvised” 

arrangement with both melodic and harmonic precision. One short transformative, improvised, 

and sonically perfect moment later, we are presented with an ensemble that has not only finally 

negotiated their collective style, but also drastically changed its historic conventions in only one 

rehearsal. In this world, individual improvisatory leadership outweighs the need for 

demonstrated effort or interpersonal connection.  

 This stylistic control, developed not through hours of rehearsal time but instead through a 

single transformational moment and the leadership of an individual, allows the group to reach 

their ultimate goal: competitive readiness. The improvisatory genius of one individual member 

inspires the ensemble, who test their newly cemented style against other proven ensembles in the 

“riff-off,” an improvisatory musical duel. Ensembles compete to think of and perform songs that 

both fit a chosen theme and showcase their musical skill. When groups fail, their failure occurs 

not because of musical imperfection, which groups do not experience, but instead because of a 

lack of suitable improvisatory ability. Even when Beca chooses to perform Blackstreet’s “No 

Diggity,” a song which other group members make clear they are wholly unfamiliar with, a 

polished arrangement emerges within seconds.  

 By the end of the film, the Barden Bellas have completed their journey from an “old” 

collegiate a cappella to the new, popular, individually-driven sound. Their final set consists of 

Jessie J’s “Price Tag,” Simple Minds’s “Don’t You (Forget About Me),” and Pittbull’s “Give Me 

Everything,” complete with the included rap section. The arrangement is powerful and driven, 

including a complex integrated vocal percussion line and numerous moments of instrumental 

mimicry. Gone are the simple harmonies of yester-year. The performance demonstrates no hint 

of collective vocal commitment to an ensemble style, and rather than using the stage as a site of 
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spatial bounding, the Bellas instead control the entire theatre space through the genius of 

collegiate a cappella. 

 

All-Night Yahtzee and The Barden Bellas in Cross-Cultural Perspective 

 

 The practices of All-Night Yahtzee and The Barden Bellas could not be more different. 

Yahtzee’s ICCA experience and indeed their entire understanding of collegiate a cappella is 

rooted in communal performance. Their accomplishments derive from the successful collective 

control of private rehearsal and performance spaces. This cooperative practice situates the 

ensemble as an accepted member of the global network of collegiate a cappella, able to respond 

to aesthetic network changes (programs) while remaining rooted in their distinctive style. 

Conversely, The Barden Bellas invert this model. Through the course of the film, they discard 

the ensemble’s traditional communal model. This is not to say that contemporary arranging 

practices negate communality. Rather, it is the Barden Bella’s choice to redefine their style 

through the often-improvised leadership of Beca, a new ensemble member not yet fully initiated 

into the group’s historical tradition, that leads the transformation.   

This entire transformative process stands in stark contrast to All-Night Yahtzee’s practice 

of collegiate a cappella. In my observations and travel with the group, I discovered an ensemble 

that was primarily social, communal, and musically-driven. This differs significantly from the 

visually individual and competitively-driven ensembles presented in Pitch Perfect. Instead of 

individualized, character-driven rehearsal spaces, rehearsals focused on musical development. 

Rehearsals were often aurally focused, physically and emotionally close, and injected with small 

comedic moments that did not detract from the communal intent.  
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At the most basic level, popular mediatized portrayals stand at odds with All-Night 

Yahtzee’s lived practice while also shaping the expectations of both collegiate a cappella 

participants and audiences. A 2015 New Yorker article reviewing the year’s ICCA finals 

describes them as “Pitch Perfect in real life,” a phrase that Varsity Vocals has adopted (Sullivan 

2015). Despite the differences in practice, ensembles must recognize and either adapt to or 

contest the influences of these popular dramatized portrayals.  

 

The Mad World of Contemporary A Cappella 

 

In his 1967 lecture for a gathering of French archaeologist entitled Des espace autre, or 

“the other space,” Michel Foucault makes the following statement (emphasis mine):  

 

“We are in the epoch of simultaneity: we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the 
epoch of the near and far, of the side-by-side, of the dispersed. We are at a 

moment, I believe, when our experience of the world is less that of a long life 

developing through time than that of a network that connects points and intersects 

with its own skein” (Foucault 1986, 22) 
 

With this, Foucault opens a discussion of the concept of space in contemporary society. 

He later states even more directly, “I believe that the anxiety of our era has to do fundamentally 

with space,” and concludes that “We do not live in a kind of void, inside of which we could 

place individuals and things. We do not live inside a void that could be colored with diverse 

shades of light, we live inside a set of relations that delineates sites which are irreducible to one 

another” (Foucault 1986, 23-24). This description is markedly similar to Castells’s conception of 

societal networks that I explored in Chapter Three.  

 Foucault proposes two theoretical inhabited spaces. The first is the utopia, a site wholly 

divorced from place. Though utopias may reference specific societal spaces, utopias present 
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society in either a perfected or inverted form and are “fundamentally unreal.” As an example, 

Foucault presents mirrors as utopian spaces, noting, "In the mirror, I see myself there where I am 

not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up behind the surface; I am over there, there where I 

am not..." (ibid., 25). Though utopias are historically presented as spaces of unreachable moral 

perfection, Foucault defines them only through their placelessness.  

Second, he presents contrasting counter-sites in which reality can be simultaneously 

“represented, contested, and inverted.” These places, which he terms heterotopias, are crafted 

spaces of otherness, separated from public society by public society by penetrable boundaries, 

but ultimately isolated and intimate. Within these heterotopic spaces, facets of reality, history, 

and culture can be both explored and contested. Foucault offers a wide array of examples of 

heterotopias, from brothels to cemeteries to gardens, but concludes by presenting the ship as a 

“heterotopia par excellence” (ibid., 27). He describes them as “a floating piece of space, a place 

without a place, that exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and at the same time is given over 

to the infinity of the sea” (ibid., 27). Ships are spaces of crafted closeness, undefined by physical 

location and made intimate through the connection of individuals on board and their surrounding 

isolation. This description mirrors the sonic spaces All-Night Yahtzee crafts and seeks to occupy 

as they practice collegiate a cappella. Foucault refers to ships as “the greatest reserve of the 

imagination,” (ibid., 27) a phrase that seems equally applicable to All-Night Yahtzee’s habitual 

space. From these heterotopic spaces, the ensemble can both represent and contest popular 

portrayals of the genre while simultaneously engaging with their own stylistic practices.  
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Network Programs: Contesting Sound, Sight, and Societal Expectation 

 

 The intimate sonic space All-Night Yahtzee occupies when they practice collegiate a 

cappella is, to draw on Foucault’s understanding, heterotopian. The ensemble rehearsed within a 

private, separate but real space infused with the historical and cultural influences of both the 

musics performed and the individuals involved. These heterotopic spaces juxtapose the 

individual habitus of participating group members and allow them to access the collective 

ensemble’s style. A heterotopian understanding becomes more relevant when one considers the 

cyclical nature of popular expectation due to successful utopian portrayals; that is to say, how 

groups such as All-Night Yahtzee contest what a cappella “is portrayed to be” within their own 

space of what a cappella “is.”  

It is clear that the dramatized portrayals of collegiate a cappella in the popular sphere, on 

the other hand, are utopian in substance. Foucault’s understanding of utopias, which situates 

them as fundamentally unreal spaces that refer to real societal places, requires that a utopian 

presentation have some sort of recognizable referent. The style of collegiate a cappella acts as 

this referent, but in doing so, removes the collegiate a cappella style as a historically rooted and 

negotiated space. Instead, these dramatized portrayals combine liberated spatial demonstrations 

with an invented focus on spur-of-the-moment improvisatory ability. Depicted ensembles such as 

the Barden Bellas achieve the same competitive achievement and, assumedly, the same 

successful practice of collegiate a cappella without displaying any vestige of intimacy. By fully 

divorcing collegiate a cappella from its private, familiar spaces of practice, the film presents a 

placeless narrative; in Foucault’s conception, this renders them utopian.  
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 This separation of musical and physical forms a collegiate a cappella feedback loop. As 

the societal conception of the genre changes due to popular mediatized portrayals, collegiate a 

cappella performers must integrate more dramatic visual representations into their performances, 

especially those that are slated for competition on a national stage. This expectation is perhaps so 

pervasive as to have reached a subconscious understanding; though their rehearsal process 

differed greatly from that portrayed in Pitch Perfect, the songs All-Night Yahtzee chose fit 

perfectly into this complex set of expectations, and they were rewarded with success on the 

national stage.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER QUESTIONS 

 

Conclusions 

 

Collegiate a cappella is a genre in flux. Audiences are increasingly drawn to local 

performances, disseminated recordings, and mass-marketed portrayals of its unique 

musical and performed style. Despite its critical and popular success, contemporary 

manifestations of the genre are marked by the negotiation and contestation of culturally 

informed local practices and dramatized depictions. The historical trajectory of collegiate 

a cappella points to a transformational moment in 2006, following the founding of video-

sharing site YouTube. The ability to freely share and access amateur recordings sparked 

what I have termed the a cappella emergence, a noticeable increase in the genre’s 

representation as part of the popular mediasphere.  

In The Cultural Politics of Emotion, Sara Ahmed explains that emotion is often 

"viewed as 'beneath' the faculties of thought and reason" (2004, 3). She further notes, "it 

is to be reactive rather than active, dependent rather than autonomous" (ibid.). 

Conversely, she describes emotions relationally, as forces that "produce the very surfaces 

and boundaries that allow the individual and the social to be delineated as if they are 

objects" (ibid., 10). This dichotomy permeates the contemporary collegiate a cappella 

genre. Mass-mediatized depictions of the genre portray moments of emotional perfection 

that spring from improvisatory inspiration rather than reasoned practice. Fictional 

practitioners react to this quasi-divine impetus, swept up by the flood of emotive 

inspiration.  
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This defies the lived experience of practicing collegiate a cappella ensembles. 

Lauren Berlant associates intimacy with "zones of familiarity and comfort," in which 

"intimacy... creates and usurps places meant for other kinds of relation" (2000, 1-2). This 

study has been an exploration of how All-Night Yahtzee uses emotional and vocal 

connection to actively define intimate rehearsal and performance spaces. In doing so, 

they delineate both individual and ensemble and engage with their distinctive musical 

style. Their style is both maintained and negotiated from year to year with the annual 

influx of new members via auditions.  

All-Night Yahtzee’s successful practice of collegiate a cappella situates the 

ensemble as part of a global network of collegiate a cappella practitioners. This network 

conception is rooted in Manuel Castells’s “network society” model, with ensembles and 

digital spaces acting as nodes in a network reliant on digital forms of communication. 

These digital spaces, which I categorize as sites of dissemination, sites of community 

formation, and sites of curation and critique, serve to further solidify an interconnected 

collegiate a cappella scene. By allowing participants and audiences to access and engage 

with collegiate a cappella recordings, these sites engender genre popularity and 

legitimacy.  

However, recordings disseminated through digital spaces must constantly 

compete with mass-mediatized popular depictions of the genre. These representations are 

fundamentally utopian and misrepresent the processes through which collegiate a 

cappella ensembles access their intimate practice and performance spaces. Despite this 

misrepresentation, these films and television shows have the power to shape the genre’s 

aesthetic image. In their everyday engagement with the characteristically intimate, 
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heterotopian spaces that define their communal practice, local ensembles like All-Night 

Yahtzee contest and negotiate these portrayals.  

 

Questions for Further Study 

 

 Collegiate a cappella is an understudied musical genre. Questions worthy of study 

abound, and it is impossible to address each of them even briefly in this thesis. However, some 

specific questions for future research present themselves. First, a communal vocal genre 

demands a targeted vocal analysis on a broad scale. Vocal conventions and expanded techniques 

invite simple questions with complex answers: What sounds are collegiate a cappella performers 

producing? How are they doing it? How does their physical process of singing affect the 

experience of performing collegiate a cappella?  

 Second, many questions remain unanswered concerning identity development, 

maintenance, and negotiation in collegiate a cappella practice. I was unable to address issues of 

race, gender, class, and broader societal power narratives in this thesis. Duchan spends a short 

amount of time on performed marginality in a cappella ensembles, but the process deserves a 

more detailed investigation. Finally, with the popularization of collegiate a cappella competition 

and the development of normative expectations concerning competition sets, there is room for 

exploration of conflict narratives in competitive performance. These were certainly evidenced in 

All-Night Yahtzee’s 2016 ICCA set, and simply fell beyond this scope of this thesis’s 

investigation. In much the same vein, a detailed study of somatic experiences as they relate to 

collegiate a cappella would be interesting and beneficial. Choreography is an increasingly 
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important aspect of performed and competitive collegiate a cappella, and investigating the 

physical experience of communal engagement would be valuable. 

In sum, I would like to offer the collegiate a cappella genre as an example of stylistic 

negotiation in American music that requires further research. In accepting its resettled place in 

the popular sonic sphere, the genre itself has been and is being negotiated and contested. Due to 

the increasing accessibility of forms of musical dissemination separate from the popular 

recording industry, a tradition of communal vocality once relegated to empty university 

classrooms late in the evening now receives airtime on national radio and television. This 

transformation, historically intertwined with, but discretely distinguishable from the “a cappella 

explosion” of the late 20th century, is dependent on the democratizing power of media outlets, the 

mass mediatization of the genre, and the establishment and maintenance of a global collegiate a 

cappella network. The reality of this existence reimagines musical authenticity and legitimacy in 

heterotopic collegiate a cappella spaces, and positions the genre as a fresh socio-cultural 

landscape, rife for ethnographic investigation. 
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APPENDIX A 

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE APPROVAL 

 

Human Subjects Application - For Full IRB and Expedited Exempt Review 

 

PI Name: Drew Blake Griffin  

Project Title: Mediating Communal and Presentational Identity: Musical Expression in 

Collegiate A Cappella Performance  

 

HSC Number: 2016.19066 

 

Your application has been received by our office. Upon review, it has been determined that your 

protocol is an oral history, which in general, does not fit the definition of "research" pursuant to 

the federal regulations governing the protection of research subjects. Please be mindful that there 

may be other requirements such as releases, copyright issues, etc. that may impact your oral 

history endeavor, but are beyond the purview of this office. 
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